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Brandon

Sailor Fears

Named Tsarus‘

Reprisals from

Man of Year

Navy, Fellow
Sailors
By Ben DiPietro
Associated Press Writer
._ HONOLULU (AP) — After
winning the biggest battle of his
Navy career, Timothy R. McVeigh
has gone back to work at PearlHar—
bor.
Although he won an unprec—
edented reversal of his Navy dis—
missal on homosexuality charges,
the highly decorated chief petty
officer doesn‘t know if he can re—
turn to the job he loved — manag—
ing the day—to—day activities of a
nuclear attack submarine.
While allowed back on board,
he‘s not back at his old post.
"I was removed from my job in
charge of a nuclear sub. I had 134
people under my command," said
McVeigh, 36, who is not related to
the Oklahoma City bomber. "From
there I was assigned to building
office spaces ... then they gave me
a clerk position.
"I want to continue my career,"
he said.
S
U.S. District Judge Stanley
Sporkin on Jan. 26 ordered the
Navy to reinstate McVeigh, a 17—
year Navy veteran who was dis—
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Suicide in Little Rock Triggered by Article

Despite the suicide of a man
— whose name the Arkansas Demo—
crat—Gazette published on Jan. 30
for being arrested in a public sex
raid, the newspaper has ignored a
request from five major organiza—
tions to have a meeting, failed to
report on the suicide, and defended
the selective publication of the
names of men arrested in same—sex
misdemeanors.
The suicide note left by the man
to
his
(male) partner of 31 years,
he
s
inDecember on charge
...
whic ”LLwas printed in a Feb. 20 re—
engage
is homosexual and

he might consider suicide. "I have
to believe that the Democrat—Ga—
zette is responsible for [his] death,"
Sullivan told the Times.
A Feb. 12 letter from GLAAD,
ACLU of Arkansas, the Women‘s
Project, PFLAG and the local Met—
ropolitan Community Church to
the Democrat—Gazette requested a
meeting, noting that "this is not the
first time someone has killed him—
self under these circumstances. A
number of years ago your paper
published the names of men ar—
rested on the same types of charges,
and then also a man killed himself.
Surely, the time has come to evalu—
ate this policy." _
.
f
In a terse Feb. 16 response,
Democrat—Gazette Executive Edi—

port
inthe week
weeklynewspaper Ar—
kansas Times, made clear his
motivation: "My name and every—
thing is in— the paper this
Caadbhve.
~nad
I love
S
‘s 1&w)y——— you:
man
i
the
to
van, said thatprior
fe ha?eﬂduty to 16137». Ir Raid, "We
McVeigh, who was linked to an Sulli
s printing of his iden—
aper‘
newsp
that
withheia
page
e
anonymous online profil
would be remiss if we
tity, his client gave no indication

«omy. McVeigh has not commented
on his sexuality. ** sal
Sporkin said the Navy violated
the military‘s "don" t ask, don‘ elt"
policy on Gay‘sﬁﬁd‘fﬁm and
went too far in investikgﬁ'iﬁ“

from our readers public informa—
tion of this nature... Publication of
such items is governed by our es—
tablished news policy.... We believe
our policy is logical, consistent,
proper, and in the interest of our
readers. We do not contemplate
any change."
The policy states: "Once a mis—
demeanor sex offense arrest has
been deemed newsworthy, editors
should then apply this three—
pronged test in deciding whether to
publish a charge of deviant sexual
activity, loitering for the purpose
of sex, indecent exposure and other
related charges. The alleged crime:
Must occur in a public place; Must
be sexual in nature; Must be overt

Ed Brandon, Friends for Life‘s
Feast for Friends dinner coordina—
tor, was named 1998 Man of the
year Feb. 11. The event was the
14th annual presentation and was
held at Madison Flame.
Brandon is also the Food Pan—
try coordinator for Friends for Life.
Among the nominees this year
were Shelia Tankersley, Butch
Valentine, Glenn Jones, Ken
Grimes and Steve Wyatt, and or—
ganizations Blackand White Men
Together and the Mystic Krewe of
Aphrodite.
— About 100 people attended the
dinner hosted and served by mem—
bers of Tsarus.
f Tsarus has been honoring indi—
viduals and organizations for their
s§rvice to the Memphis community
since 1985.

(i.e. indecent exposure; actual

sgxual contact, as opposed to just
~=oline intent, such as asking for
~~ 4

suggested he had a sexual interest
a
in young men.
Judge Sporkin also said the
Public
Vot e, Majority of
Navyviolated the 1986 Electronic Despite Maine
Communications Privacy Act by
Against Gay
obtaining confidential information Still Views Discrimi nation
about McVeigh from America
—
Online Inc. without a warrant or
Wrong
People as
An independent statewide poll
court order.
Rights Act.
:
appeal
to
ry found nearly two—thirds
The
plans
Janua
in
Navy
The
WASHINGTON
In 1995, Maine voters rejected
e voters supported the law
Main
of
Although back in service, American public overwhelmingly
ballot initiative, also
that was repealed. But because the
McVeigh is continuing his lawsuit agrees that discrimination against an anti—Gay
political activ—
religious
by
crafted
am
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ary
Secret
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se
issue was the only one on the bal—
Huma
against Defen
Gay people is wrong, the
was designed to exclude
lot in a special mid—winter election,
Cohen and Navy Secretary John Rights Campaign asserted one day ists, that
from protections in
people
Gay
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unspec
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few eligible voters turned out.
Dalton. The lawsuit seeks
after voters in Maine overturned
employment, public ac—
housing,
s on
"Religious political activists,
fied damages.
state law extending civil right
commodations and credit.
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how
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the Christian Coalition, ran
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genuous campaign purport—
pub—
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"A clear major
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were
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too
felt
they
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fighting back becaus
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years demonstrates why we need
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ing was a plan to confuse and di—
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unjust," said Elizabeth Birch
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single, uniform federal law to
not
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go
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or.
would
HRC‘s executive direct
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going," he said.
suppo
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e
thirds of Main
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particularly
nation,
his
since
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to the
McVeigh claims that
the law — they just didn‘t go
ment," Birch said.
Within months of the law‘s
return to Submarine Squadron polls in sufficient numbers. The
"That‘s why we are continuing
job
a
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not
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has
ge, a small group affiliated
setba
he
passa
Three,
vote in Maine was a small
Congress to pass the Em—
the Christian Coalition
with
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While some sailors support his
voter
_On Feb. 17,
._
More than 80 percent of
to force a vote under a little—used
efforts to make the Navy follow its law passed by the Maine Legisla— entation.
the
the U.S. electorate supports
open
the
fears
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Shaping Predictions
LobelTask Force two Gay men may jointly adopt a
National GayBy Kerry
& Lesbian
child
in their
care. The judgeto their
rec—
ognized
their
commitment
RightfuturistJeanne
now I‘m really
missing
relationship
and
totothethechild.
We
noted
Dixon.
Jeanne,
need
only
to
look
hundreds
now
deceased,
used
to
make
sweep—
ofsexual
thousands
of Gay, Lesbian,
bi—
ing
predictions
about
the
intimate
and
transgendered
couples
lives
ofcelebrities
as well
asto events
and singleoverparents
that40have
raised
that
would
shape
the
year
come.we children
the
last
years.
Po—
While
I‘ll
miss
her
predictions,
litically
and
culturally
these
parents
don‘t
have
to
predict
the
future
to
have moved our society
forward,
re—
shape
it.
We
need
only
to
look
to
sulting in this mo— _
someended
ofthe events
ment.
that
1997
Whenrules
a Hawaiion
forInproof.
VIEWPOINT
Court
me— gender
PClinton‘s
rie November,
s 1 deHatentCrimes Summlt marriage sometimes aearly
this year,
brought together 200 leaders from it will ‘very possibly change our
around the country in an effort to
wage a campaign against bias vio—
lence. The summit ended nearly a
10—year effort by groups like the Na——
tional Gay and Lesbian Task Force
and the Anti—Defamation League to
bring hate crimes to national recog—
nition. This historic moment was
rooted in long—term work and com—
mitment.
In December, a judge ruled that

society‘s view of same—gender mar—
riage forever. The courage of the
Hawaii marriage plaintiffs, the hard
work of Hawaii organizers around
sovereignty and Gay, Lesbian, bi—
sexual and transgendered issues, the
dedication of the legal staff at
Lambda Legal Defense and Educa—
tion Fund, and efforts by hundreds
of local, state and national organi—
zations lay the foundation for the
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ruling.
In every city and in every town,
Gay, Lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered people are creating
change and shaping our history.
Most of them do not think of them—
selves as more remarkable or more
talented than their friends or neigh—
bors. And in truth, they‘re not.
But they do feel called... called
on to right a wrong, to tell a truth

Opinions expressed in editorials,
commentaries and letters
are those of the authors.
instead of an omission or lie, and to
act instead of stand by. For some it
is to come to visibility to friends,
family or colleagues. To others it is
to interrupt a homophobic joke or
comment or to advocate for changes
in their companies policies or prac—
tices. And for still others, it is to
pass anti—discrimination laws in
their town or state. These combined
efforts have fundamentally changed
society as we know it.
Most every American feels like
they know a Gay, Lesbian, bisexual
or transgendered personally. Face it,
Ellen and the over 20 Gay charac—
ters on television and several film
characters have helped with this ef—
fort.
Politicians court the GLBT vot—

The Triangle Journal News is a member of
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The Associated Press.

transgendered community are being
introduced in state legislatures. The
Federation of Statewide Gay, Les—
bian, Bisexual and Transgendered
Political Organizations, coordinated
by the National Gay and Lesbian
Task Force, is an unprecedented
gathering of statewide groups led by
a dynamic executive committee.
An energized and mobilized Gay,
Lesbian, bisexual and transgendered
community that works to build coa—
litions with other communities is an
unstoppable force for change. We
don‘t needJeanne Dixon or the fu—
turists to predict our future.
With each of our actions now, we
write the list of accomplishments
for our movement in 1998, 1999 and
the next decade.
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ers the Victory Fund will attest, and
we‘re increasingly becoming elected
officials. We need only look to the
Congressional campaigns of Chris—
tine Kehoe, Tammy Baldwin and
Margarethe Cammermeyer to real—
ize that we have the capacity to
make public policy in entirely new
forums.
More and more laws benefiting
the Gay, Lesbian, bisexual and
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Clinton‘s HIV/AIDS Budget Asks for Increases for Care, Research, Housing
WASHINGTON ——PreSIdent
Clinton‘s budget proposal in—
cludes increases for programs that
— deal with people living with HIV
and AIDS, but shortchanges es—
sential prevention programs ad—
ministered through the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
according to the Human Rights
Campaign.
"The good news is that the
president is asking for increases
for care, housing, drugs and re—
search in a budget that is bal—
anced," Winnie Stachelberg,
HRC‘s political director, said to—
day. "Unfortunately, by calling for
no increase for HIV prevention,
we miss an opportunity because
prevention is the only sure path we
have right now to save lives."
Among the most significant
increases in the president‘s over—
all HIV/AIDS budget for fiscal
1999 is 35 percent more for the
AIDS Drug Assistance Program,
. which enables people with HIV
and AIDS to obtain new, life—pro—
longing drugs. A year ago, the
president‘s budget asked for no
increase in the ADAP program.
"We are heartened that the ad— ,

~ ministration has heard the message
of the HIV and —AIDS community
and is asking for a significant in—
crease for. these programs,"
Stachelberg noted. A report last July
by the National Alliance of State
and Territorial AIDS Directors and
the AIDS Treatment Data Network,
found that more than half of the 52
state ADAPs have had to impose
limits on their programs because of
inadequate federal funding.
Although the president‘s budget
includes. no increase for AIDS pre—
vention programs at the CDC, it
does earmark $5 million in new
money for HIV prevention in mi—
nority communities as part of $80
million for a CDCprogram address—
ing racial inequities in health treat— _
ment.
"This is a good step, but small in
light of the need," Stachelberg said.
"As the president‘s own HIV/AIDS
advisory council indicated in a re—
port card last year, this administra—
tion needs to exercise bolder
leadership in HIV prevention ef—
forts. We had hoped to see an indi—
cation of that leadership in the
budget request and are still waiting
for Health and Human Services Sec—
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retary Donna Shalalatoallow some
of thosefederal. funds to be used
for lifesaving needle exchange pro—
grams."
The president also requested a
$21 million increase in the Hous—
ing Opportunities for People With
AIDSprogram. This represents a
10 percent boost over fiscal 1998,
when $204 million was appropri—
ated for HOPWA. About 90 per—
cent of these funds go directly to
states and cities to provide hous—
ing for people with AIDS.
In the area of care, the president
asked for a $165 million increase
above the $1.2 billion appropriated
last year. Of that increase, about
$27 million would go to states un—
der Title II of the Ryan White
CARE Act, giving them the flex—
ibility to earmark the funds for

drugs. Title I of the CARE Act allow more people with HIV to
would receive an increase of about enroll in Medicaid. This more—sys—
$25 million Title I supports cities temic approach is essential to pro—
and counties hardest hit by the vide early and comprehensive
AIDS epidemic to fund primary access to medical care for people
medical care and essential support with HIV."
services like case management and
The budget also calls for $1.7
transportation to and from the doc— billion for AIDS—specific research
tor. Title IIIB of Ryan White, at the National Institutes of Health,
which provides funds for direct ser— an 8 percent increase over fiscal
vices to people living with HIV and 1998.
AIDS, would get an increase of $10
The Human Rights Campaign is
million, 13 percent above fiscal ‘98 the largest national Lesbian and
levels.
Gay political organization, with
"These increases are particu— members throughout the country.
larly welcome in light of the dra— It lobbies Congress, provides cam—
matic health improvements some paign support and educates the
people with HIV and AIDS have public to ensure that Lesbian and
shown after taking the new drug Gay Americans can be open, hon—
combinations," Stachelberg said. est and safe at home, at work and
‘"We continue, however, to call on in the community.
I
the administration to find ways to

McVeigh
Continued from page 1
may at some point make him a tar— —
get.
The Navy says it has no evi—
dence of a hostile reception.
McVeigh was disciplined after —
the Navy linked him to an anony—
mous "profile page" posted on
AOL in which a "Tim" from Ho—
nolulu expressed a sexual interest

in young men and used the handle allow him to make a fresh start.
"BOYSRCH."
That may not be easy.
Before AOL shut down his ac— "A lot of people don‘t want to
count on Jan. 8, McVeigh said he be associated with a case like this,"
had several different profiles on file said his court—appointed attorney,
with the Internet service provider. Lt. Cmdr. Derek Cole. "I can‘t
None of the others contained ho— imagine with him being that high—
mosexual references.
profile that any commanding of—
With less than three years to go ficer would want him."
until he qualifies for a full military
pension and benefits, McVeigh See related stories on pages 16
hopes a transfer to another unit will and 23

Suicide
Continued from page 1
‘some action,‘ winking, hand ges—
tures, etc.)." The third prong, by
providing the "signaling intent"
caveat, essentially lets heterosexual
men soliciting prostitutes off the
hook while targeting men who have
anonymous consensual publlc sex
with other men. . —

Dlscrlmmatlon
Continued from page 1
allowing for a "people‘s veto" of
any state law.
After the petition drew enough
signatures to call the referendum,
the law was put on hold inSeptem—
ber, one day before it was to take
effect.
In the weeks leading up to the
election, opponents of equal rights
made phone calls to voters suggest—

The Democrat—Gazette does not
print the identities of others ar—
rested in misdemeanor consensual
sex—related offenses. In 1993, when
the paper ran an article on a het—
erosexual prostitution sting, it did
not identify any of the arrested
men. When asked by the Times
about the discrepancy, the Demo—
crat—Gazette spokesman said he
"didn‘t know why the newspaper
ing that an abortion issue would
also be on the ballot. The only is—
sue on the ballot was the measure
to overturn the Gay—inclusive law.
The Human Rights Campaign
worked closely with Maine
Won‘t Discriminate to help pre—
serve the law. HRC‘s National
Coming Out Project spokes—
woman Betty DeGeneres held a
town hall meeting to speak
against the ballot issue and gave
numerous media interviews. HRC

When you are buymgorsellinga home
I can make a dzﬁerence/ &
Call me and let me show you how."
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~ There is no federal law prohib—
iting discrimination on the basis
of sexual orientation. Ten states
currently include sexual orienta—
tion in their non—discrimination
laws: California, Connecticut,
Hawaii, Massachusetts, Minne—
sota, New Hampshire, New Jer—
sey, Rhode Island, Vermont and
Wisconsin.
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0

didn‘t publish the names of those
arrested in [that] prostitution
sting."
Smith failed to acknowledge ei—
ther the request for a meeting or the
death of a citizen because of—the
"policy." Smith has also failed to
address why the suicide and con—
troversy has—not been considered
"newsworthy" enough to make it
into the newspaper.
also sent several staffers to Maine
and held fund—raisers in Washlng-

driving record with
personal references,

MEMPHIS, TN 38174—2157

willing to pay:

PHONE: 276—0168 OR 274—8658

reasonable rate. Please
contact Doris or Joyce
@ 901—386—7794 or
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2866 Poplar Avenue —
Memphis, Terressee

Stepheh {Covey Apologizesfor Appearance at Anti—Gay—Marriage Event
SALTR.LAKE
CITYauthor
(AP)and— amend the Hawaii Constitution That really is not our place. Our vice on how to handle the oppo— Covey realizes (the dinner ap—
Stephen
Covey,
to give legislators the power to presence at a political event gave sition."
pearance) was a mistake and we
co—chairman ofFranklin Covey, determine
who may marry. .
rise to the concern we were de—
The Human Rights Campaign appreciate the apology," he said.
has apologized
several busi—
lawsuit brought by three parting from that approach, and asked for an apology in Decem—
Neither Link nor Smith would
nesses
about his toappearance
at a GayA couples
who were denied throwing ourselves into heavily ber. The group, the nation‘s larg— say which companies received
$100—a—plate
fund—raising
event
marriage licenses in Hawaii is political issues, which we are est Gay— and Lesbian—rights or— the letters; Smith indicated that
inriage,
Hawaii
to
oppose
Gay
mar—
pending before the state Su— not."
ganization, said that some of at least two were among the
The
Salt
Lake
Tribune
preme Court.
Human Rights Campaign Covey‘s clients have Gay— country‘s largest firms.
said.
The Honolulu Star—Bulletin Communications Director David friendly company policies, and
"It‘s been a small incident in
In
letters
dated Jan. 29, and The Tribune reported Nov. Smith said a transcript of the it urged those who wished to re—
our world," Link said. "We have
Franklin Covey Vice President
Greg Link told the companies
that Covey’s "appearance at the
event was in fact an unfortunate
departure from our ongoing
policy and we express our re—
grets. We especially regret that
Dr. Covey‘s appearance at this
event put you and your organi—
zation in an uncomfortable po—
sition."
Link, quoted in a copyrighted
story in The Tribune, said Feb. 2
that the apology had been sent
to a handful of clients who "ex—
pressed interest in whether we
were going to become active in
politics."
Covey, author of The Seven
Habits of Highly Effective
People, spoke Nov. 21 to Save
Traditional Marriage ‘96, an or—
ganization working to pass a bal—
lot measure in 1998 that would

22 that Covey told the gathering
that marriage is not for same—sex
couples. "To me, that is a kind
of natural principle for a natural
law," Covey said. "And that‘s
why I am behind this kind of
movement."
Link said Covey‘s remarks
were taken out of context in a
rapid—fire exchange with a re—
porter before his formal remarks
to the gathering, which he said
were limited to principles es—
poused in The Seven Habits of
Highly Effective Families, pub—
lished in October.
"We don‘t define in any way
how a family should be formu—
lated. Everybody‘s got their own
makeup of what they would con—
sider constitutes a family," Link
said.
Still, he said, "Our bottom line
is we shouldn‘t have been there.

evening‘s address shows Covey
"wholeheartedly" took a politi—
cal stand against same—sex mar—
riage and "knew exactly whom
he was speaking to, offering ad—

spond to Covey regarding the
matter to call him at his
company‘s Provo headquarters.
That led to the letters of re—
gret, Smith said. "Clearly Mr.

millions of customers. It‘s been
inconsequential, because most
people understand our principles
of mutual respect."

Gay—bashed Couple Sues City of:
Washington, D.C. for Discrimination
Two victims of an anti—Gay hate
crime have filed a case in the U.S.
District Court ofWashington, D.C.,
charging the city with intentional
discrimination in refusing
emergency medical care to them.
Ken Ludden and Joseph Loron
Lavoie‘s complaint is based on a
July 1, 1996, incident following an
attack in which a man shouted anti—
Gay epithets at them and beat the
couple with a large, heavy rod.
Despite urgent need and the
plaintiffs‘ request for help, the DC

Fire Department emergency technicians treat us with such
technician at the scene refused to callous indifference and even
provide any assistance, and instead «contempt in our time of desperate
leaned against his truck and told need is a horror beyond belief,"
them they should go to a hospital. said Ludden.
While he claimed to have
Following the incident. the U.S.
dispatched an ambulance, later Department of Justice found the
investigations revealed he had not. Fire Department‘s behavior so
Ludden and Lavoie were forced to egregious that it has demanded the
walk nearly a mile to the hospital, local government address the
at which time Lavoie lost problem.
consciousness due to blood loss.
The case was filed by D.C. law
He later received 29 stitches.
firms Siegel Law and Simon and
"To have the city‘s medical Associates.
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Former Love in Action Member Says Smid Suggested Suicide

— death, which would happen if I
By Dennis Anderson
were toleave the group and go back
to being Gay," claims Ottosen.
"CULT:
quasi—religious
group,
further
Smid
often living in a colony, with a saidOttosen
a timestateswhenthat Smid
charismatic leader who indoctri— clearlythiswasat aware
strong
nates members
withpractices
unorthodox
or suicidal feelings andhe had
was
going
extremist
views,
or
be—
ofextreme
depres—
liefs. —Webster‘sNew WorldDic— throughperiods
sion, guilt and loneliness.
tionary.
recalls hisfordepression
"Iwould ratheryou commit sui— hadOttosen
building
several
cide than have you leave Love In monthsbeenduring
his second year at
Action wanting to return to the Gay LIA, primarily because
lifestyle.
you _ and emotionalrelationshipof ahewarm
was
could still Inhavea physical
aspiritualdeath
resurrec—
experiencing w1th another group
tion;
whereas,
returning
to
homo—
_
sexuality you are yielding yourself member.
"It
wasn‘t
sexual at all, but it
totherea spiritual
death —fromThewhich
strictly forbidden and I was
is no recovery."
Final was
from even talking to him for
Indoctrination from John Smid, kept
months."
Director, Love In Action (LIA), several
Also,
earlier in July, "Another
San Rafael‘s "ex—Gay" clan.
member, who was in his
"That‘s exactly how he put it," house
fourth year with the group and in a
states Tom Ottosen, 24, an expres— position
of authority, became de—
sive, articulate two—year ex—LIA pressed
and
suicide" and
group member. Ottosen says he was sent awayattempted
observation.
clearly recalls that experience. He "He was takenforfrom
his position
says it occurred in October of last
and then he just kind
year during his last one—on—one ofof leadership
Ottosen admits
conference with John Smid, LIA‘s thatdisappeared."
he, too, within a few months
executive director, who.claims to was
be able to change Gay men into at point where he had never
straight men through a live—in rig— been"I before.
work. I couldn‘t
idly
indoctrination
pro— sleep. couldn‘t
I couldn‘t do anything." He
gramcontrolled
Smid calls
"reparative
says he was so depressed and
stressed that he knew he had to do
_ therapy."
Ottosen says Smid clearly and somethmg
different if he was go—
emphatically warned him,. "It ing to survive.
would
be
better
if
I
were
to
com—
I found myself calling
mit suicide than go back into the the‘"When
suicide hotline, I knew it was
.. again.
world.andHefelt
becomethata
a homosexual
time to get out." If it weren‘t for
physical Lea
Brown, a Lesbian from Spec—
death—with
my
soul
intact—
was
much preferable to a spiritual trum, Marin County‘s pro—Gay and

over Being Gay

Lesbian counseling and informa— — County‘s Project 10—co—director
tion center, Ottosen says he doubts who provides professional counsel—
ing to clients such as Tom Ottosen,
he would have survived.
Smid responds that Ottosen‘s strongly condemns Smid‘s tactics.
Norton says he was "shocked ‘—
specific reference that he recom—
mended suicide is "totally untrue." and horrified" when he learned of
However, Smid does not deny that this charge. One wonders "how
a private meeting took place be— many other clients [Smid] has told
tween him and Ottosen in October to commit. suicide?"
Norton sternly blasts these
and confirms other details of
"cult—like organizations," and re—
Ottosen‘s account.
It has been reported that former minds them that tellinga client to
cult members who have been un— commit suicide is clearly "a breach
R
der the intense intimidation of of ethical law."
Easing off slightly, Norton says,
guilt—centered religious indoctrina—
tion, such as those who escaped the "The religious right wants people
mass—suicide poisoning at Jim to believe that homosexuality is
Jones‘ "Jonestown" and the fire— only a behavior and therefore can
storm of self—destruction at the be changed. However, it is not just
Waco Branch Davidian compound, a behavior, it is also a psychosexual
often spend years in intensive and emotional development which
therapy trying to overcome the psy— is at the core of an individual‘s self;
chological damage which a cult‘s and just like heterosexual develop—
rigid and uncompromising brain— ment it cannot be altered or
changed."
washing can cause.
Ottosen now understands this,
The same kind of psychological
damage can happen in the case of and recalls during his last year at
sexual orientation indoctrination, LIA at least 75 percent of the origi—
agrees Lea Brown, Spectrum‘s pro— nal participants had either left the
program because it wasn‘t work—
grams manager.
"In this case, the heavy doses of ing for them or reported many
deception and dishonesty which are "sexual falls" (homosexual expe—
necessary to try to purge strong riences includingfantasies and
feelings of love and compassion masturbation).
Many were "forced from the .
from a person‘s natural affection
needs can cause serious problems.
What groups like LIA try to do is
force people to choose between
serving God and living their lives.
That‘s not a choice that anyone
should have to make."
On the other hand psychothera—
_pist Robert Norton, also Sonoma

Chicago Tribune Sought Gag Order In

group" when they began having
serious doubts about the program‘s
effectiveness in their life. "They
tell them they must leave because
the doubters become a threat to the
other members. But then on the
outside, most ostracized members
still feel intense loyalty to LIA, and
feel like they are betraying the
group if they say anything to any—
one about their experience." _
Ottosen says he was lucky be—
cause when he was told to leave,
he immediately started seeing a li—
censed counselor on a regular ba—
sis, "...but most are having a very
difficult time on their own."
Ottosen reveals that like most
cults, the indoctrination program at
LIA is very effective at fostering
feelings of intense loyalty because
all group members are isolated
within the group homes and all con— —
tacts outside the group are ex—
tremely limited.
"Due the fact that members are
not allowed to question anything
the hierarchy says, most members
who were forced out or who have
left on their own end up extremely
guilt—ridden, very confused,
dogged by the religious dogma
given them by the groups, and most
end up worse than ever before,"
Ottosen said.

Women& Jheir fFrtcnds
Featuring the

Books & More Jf
Obit Discrimination Dispute
Amidst a current dispute over "Timothy (Steven)."
The Tribune refused to print
the Chicago Tribune‘s discrimina—
tion against a Gay man and his part— the notice, and Marback has a
ner in obituary listings, the Mar. 3 hearing scheduled with the
newspaper offered to change its Chicago Commission on Human
policy under the condition that the Relations. The paper quietly
couple be forbidden from mention— changed its policy and now treats
ing the dispute or the policy same—sex partners as equal to oth—
change, according to Timothy ers, but is arguing that the First
Amendment protects its right to
Marback, the plaintiff in the case.
When Marback‘s mother died a have refused the obituary in the
year ago, the family placed a stan— first place.
According to Marback, the
dard obituary, listing Timothy‘s
partner, Steven Hillyer, in the stan— _ newspaper offered a conciliation
dard format for a partner, reading in which it would change the
that the mother was survived by policy but said the family "would

not be allowed to tell anyone that
the policy had changed or discuss
the case."
Another condition in the con—
ciliation proposed that the fam—
ily would be fined $5,000 for
each person they told.
"It strikes me as ironic that
while the Tribune is arguing on
the grounds of free speech they
would attempt to silence ours,"
said Marback.
"Do I have a First Amendment
right? Whose right is greater?
This wasn‘t some political mes—
sage. It was a death notice."

Marine Court—Martialed After
Anti—Gay Bombing
appears
to Sharen
be moreShaw
thanJohnson
a wrist
bombingasananti—Gayhatecrime.
Groups
monitoring
the investi—
slap,"
said
On
Jan.
29,
Lance
Corporal
gation
oftheJuly
12,
1997,
bomb—
ofGayMen &Lesbians
Ryan
Barren
admitted
to con—
ingofaWashington,D.C.,Gaybar
spiracy,
assault
and
theft,
and
was
issued
guarded
praise
to
the
U.S.
Marines
the punishment
discharge
and sentenced to 120
toattack,buthastenedtocriticizethe
aMarinefor who
pled guilty given
in the court—martialedwithabad—conduct
days‘
confinement.
Marines for failure.to identity the "We‘re pleased the sentence

Opposmg
Violence (GLOV).
"But this was an anti—Gay hate
crime: The military court‘s negli—
gence in failing to mention this in—
sults our community."

LargestSelection of
Lesbian & Gay Books in Memphis
930 South Cooper, Memphis, TN 38104 (901) 276—0282
FAX (901) 276—0553 email: AMeristem@aol.com
Open Tues.—Sat. 10 a.m. — 6 p.m., Sun. 1 — 5 p.m.
Sheridan Lambe, Lesw
Joyce Schimenti, Lecsw
Specializing in
¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depressnon/Anmety Counseling §

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178
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Numberof GaysHarassed in the M|I|tary R|smg, Advocacy Group Says
By Slobodan
Associated
PressLekic
Writer ~training, lack of
WASHINGTON
(AP)administra—
— Four
years
after
the
Clinton
mvestlga— tion
introduced
its "don‘task, indon‘t
tions.
tell"
policy
for
homosexuals
the
military, harassment of Gays is
accountablllty All
are to blame for the military‘s per—
sistent failure to abide by its own:
laws," said Michelle Benecke, a
former Army captain and co—direc—
tor of the legal aid group. "A per—
vasive, hostile atmosphere has been .
allowed to flourish."
The group also criticized the
again on the rise in the armed ser—
vices, says a group that advocates Pentagon for not releasing this
year‘s tally of Gays dismissedfrom
Gay rights. —
"Commanders asked, com—_ the military, saying the number was
manders pursued, commanders ha— likely to be significantly higher
rassed," said C. Dixon Osburn, an than last year when 850 people
executive ‘director of the: were kicked out for alleged homo—

Servicemembers Legal Defense
Network. _
In its annual report, the group
said service members reported 563
"command violations" to it last
year, including instances where
service members said they were
asked about their sexual orienta—
tion or harassed in direct violation
of the administration‘s policy,
which sets limits on such investi—
gations.
~ The number was up from 443
violations reported in 1996, the
Washington—based group said. —
—The report attributed the up—
surge to a lack of commitment to
the policy by top military and ci—
. vilian authorities. Commanders in
— the field never received specific
instructions on the limits on inves—
tigations, and service members —
were left with no recourse when
their rights were violated, it said.
"Lack of leadership, lack of

The group‘s recommendations
re—
senior airman, who was falsely ac— ~ her career in the Air Force, the
included placing strict limits on
cused by a roommate of being a port said.
"Once a command has made up ~ investigations, disciplining com—
Lesbian.
Although the womanlater re—— its mind that such allegations are manders who disobey them, and
tracted the allegations and wit— true, your days in the military are providing recourse to personnel
nesses testified about Harden‘s — numbered," said Harden, a native
heterosexual relationships, the dis— — of Baton Rouge, La., who attended
charge board still decided to end the news conference.
s

sexuality.
Pentagon spokesman Kenneth s
Bacon declined to comment on the
report Thursday,saying he had not
had a chance to study it. He said —
the Department of Defense is pre—
paring its own report about imple—
mentation of the policy.
The compromise, adopted soon
after President Clinton entered of—
fice, is supposed to allow Gays to
serve if they keep their sexual ori—
entation private, and punish those
~ who engage in homosexualacts or
take actions that call attention to
their orientation. Commanders are
not to ask about sexual orientation
or. launch investigations without
credible evidence.
The Gay rights group report said
that even service members with no
record of homosexual conduct
could be discharged if a complaint
was lodged against them. It cited
the case of Sonya Harden, a former

South African Court Rules
Police Medical Plan Must

Include Lesbian Partner
the practice dlscrlmmatory
— PRETORIA, South Africa (AP) called
Roux declared the police regu—
—A medical aid plan for SouthAf—
rican police must allow a female
officer to enroll her Lesbian part—
._ner of 11 years, a judge ruled.
The judgment upheld South
~Africa‘s constitutional guarantee
against discrimination on the basis
of sexual preference and marked a
turning point in official acceptance
of homosedelity in the extremely

_
lations and Polmed rules invalid,
and threw out a decision by Polmed
to prohibit police Capt. Jolande _ f
Langemaat from registering her
partner, Beverley—Ann Myburgh,
as a dependent under the medical
plan.
Langemaat and Myburgh j
hugged 3am st' er md their sup—
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Fat with

Rolls
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:
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March17.
th
a
2 SF. PAIERIECH S DAY (
DREAM FRMIILY |
Killian‘s Draft Special — *3 Pitcher * *1 Cup
Tuesday,

GreenlellO® Shooters ~ Corned Beef Sandwiches 5—7:30 p.m.

* Happy St. Patrlck's Day! ﬁ ‘
Thursday, March

19th

_ Come By and See Our New Bar Manager
It‘s Kelli‘s Birthday — Let‘s Party!
X —
Saturday, March 21st
OLD SCHOOL REUNION A1
Food ® Giveaways % Jell—O® Shooters —
__ Special Guest Bartender: Terri Dearborn ~
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First Annual

"Gay" Spring

CHARLOTTE, NC — Just Go
Girl Entertainment in partnership
with STS Vacations Tour Opera—
tor presents the first annual Gay
Spring Break ‘98 to be hosted in
South Beach, Fla. from Feb 28
through Apr. 4.
Exclusively Gay and exclu—
sively fabulous, the National spring
break event seeks to bring together
Gay, Lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered (GLBT) college stu—
dents from all over the United
States for the Gay—est spring break
party Ever. The fabulous Art Deco
neighborhood of South Beach, Mi—
ami will be the back—drop for the
spring break festivities and is home
to movie stars, musicians, models
and much tropical beauty and cul—
tural diversity for all to enjoy.
"I always wanted somewhere to
go for spring break where you
didn‘t have to worry about the ho—
_ mophobia or the heterosexual cru—
dity of a more traditional college
spring break. So, what better way
than an alternative Gay spring
break, just for people like us,"
Shane Windmeyer, Just Go Girl
Entertainment event coordinator,
said.
Traditionally, spring break
events have been targeted toward _
heterosexual students and have
tended to be heterosexist in nature.
Gay spring break ‘98 creates an al—
ternative spring break destination
geared specifically toward Gay

"...Everyone

college students. A place where
GLBT college students can come
together and celebrate "who they
are" at their very own Gay spring
break party. Gay college students
can have fun, socialize and relax
in a more comfortable and inclu—
sive environment
Spring Break packages start at
$219 and up. Each package in—

Break Hits South

Beach,

Florida

cludes
seven—night
hotel
celebrate spring break and to sim—
know South Beach is a ‘simply
accomodations; hotel taxes and
ply relax and have fun among fam—
fabulous‘ place to make this a re—
gratuities; a vacation guide with
ily.
ality!"
special nightlife activities; restau—
"We hope this year‘s Gay spring
For more information, contact
rant and shopping discounts; and
break ‘98 will be a start of some—
Shane Windmeyer, Event Coordi—
on—location resort staff. According
thing that every Gay college stu— nator for Just Go Girl Entertain—
to Windmeyer, Just Go Girl Enter—
dent can look forward to each year ment
by
e—mailing
tainment hopes to build on this an— .— Gay spring break," said justgo@ix.netcom.com. For reser—
nual event by bringing together Windmeyer. "Spring break is al—
vations and package details, call
Gay college students every year to
ways what you make of it and we
toll free 1—800—648—4849, ext. 252.

Singer Holly Near Taking Career Break To Return
UKIAH, Calif. (AP) — Singer
Holly Near is taking a break after
25 years on the road to return to
her Mendocino County roots.
Ms. Near, who recently per—
formed at Carnegie Hall with the
New York Gay Men‘s Chorus, by
April will be out from under a
schedule that‘s had her on the road
for as many as 150 days a year.
"It‘s time for me to take a much—
needed rest, and to decide what I
really want to do with the rest of
my life," Ms. Near said in a recent
interview with the Santa Rosa
Press Democrat. She will live full—
time in Ukiah, about 100 miles
north of San Francisco.
During the Vietnam War era,
Ms. Near sang protest songs while
touring the world with Jane Fonda.
During the 1980s; she per—
formed on behalf of peace groups
and political dissidents in El Sal—
vador, Chile, Nicaragua and

who

loves

Mexico. She embraced the grow—
ing womens‘ movement and for
many years was the only performer
of note singing Lesbian songs to
large audiences. In 1985, Ms.
magazine declared her "Woman of
the Year."
Three years ago, Ms. Near
moved her principal residence from
the San Francisco Bay area to
Ukiah, but she was still on the road
one week every month.
Now she plans to stop every—
thing for at least six months. She‘s
looking forward to living full time
in the Ukiah Valley, where she
shares a home in a quiet neighbor—
hood with companion Patrick Hunt,
a county reference librarian.
"I feel very at home here. I can
go practically anywhere in town
and never feel like I‘m on stage,"
she said.
"I‘m finding it very difficult to
say no," she added. "It‘s going to

has

been

born

be a real test. But the time has come
in my life to stop and rest, and come
to terms with who I am and where
I am going."
¢

of God

and

Home

Ms. Near has recorded 18 al—
bums, most recently, With a Song
in My Heart released in Septem—
ber.

knows

God."

— I John 4:7
Come join the new Safe Harbor —

MCC church in Jackson, TN.

Call (901) 427—1500

—

for more

Come

information.

experience

the

unconditional LOVE of God

IN ACTION.

Safe Harbor — Metropolitan Community Church
‘_P.O. Box 41691, Memphis, TN 38174 e (901) 458—0501 e SafeHMCC@aol.com

Worship:

Sundays at 11

a.m. and 7 p.m.

Meets in the "Chapel of the Good Shepherd"
Union Avenue U.M.C. at Union and Cooper (Use the Union Avenue entrance.)
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Alice Mitchell Commits Suicide
by Vincent Astor
Snow glistened on the ground
that cold afternoon as a buggy con—
taining two young women clattered
along Front Street. At Front and
Madison, just north of the Post
Office, the vehicle jerked to a stop,
and Alice Mitchell leaped out and
hurried down the icy walk toward
the riverboat landing. It was Jan.
25, 1892.
She overtook three women
ahead of her and grabbed one of
them. One of the women, Jo.Ward,
suddenly cried out. Alice slashed
at Jo with the razor she was wield—
ing and ran to overtake Jo‘s sister,
Freda, who was running toward the
railroad track.
Alice caught Freda, slashed her
throat from ear to ear in front of
several witnesses and then returned
to the wagon. The driver, Lillie
Johnson, saw blood on Alice‘s face
and was told, "It‘s Freda‘s—blood;
let it remain."
Later that evening, after her ar—
rest, Alice said that she loved Freda
desperately, wanted to marry her
and could not live without her.
Long ago, they had made a com—
pact that if they should ever be
separated, they should kill each
other.
A long period of "best friends"
had been brought to a halt by
Freda‘s other sister, Ada Volkmar,
after discovering love letters and
presents from Alice to Freda. Plans
for Alice to dress as a man, marry
Freda and escape to St. Louis were
uncovered and Freda was forbid—
den to communicate with Alice.
Alice was 19, Freda, 17. They
managed to glympse one another
on trips from Gold Dust, where the
Wards lived, to Memphis. The last
such trip began a scandal which

Hatch

continues to spark interest 100
years later. _
Alice Mitchell was tried and
found insane in 1892 and sent to
the asylum in Bolivar, Tenn: Lillie
Johnson was completely cleared of
all blame in the matter. Some of the
most colorful and famous individu—
als in Memphis history participated
in the proceedings, and the trial was
covered internationally and in a
large variety of periodicals from
coast to coast.
In April of 1898, there was a no—
tice published about the death of
Alice Jessie Mitchell from tuber—
culosis. In 1930, an article in The
Commercial Appeal by historian
Paul Coppock revealed that she had
jumped into the water tank on the
roof of the asylum and taken her
own life in March. At the time, the
Mitchell family was forcibly re—
minded of the scandal and it took
some time to be forgotten again. It
was noted that Lillie Johnson was
still alive, but there were no com—
ments from Ms. Johnson published.
Thirty years later, historian John
Quincy Wolf uncovered a ballad,
"Alice Mitchell and Freda Ward,"
dating back to the time of the mur—
der. In 1975, Fred Parris of Gaiety
newspaper, Memphis‘ first Gay/
Lesbian periodical, retold the story.
It reappeared in Gaze in 1988, in
Nashville‘s Dare and once again in
TJN to mark the 100th anniversary
of the murder in 1992. That same
year a dissertation about the affair
by Elizabeth A. Duggan, PhD., was
called The Trials ofAlice Mitchell:
Sensationalism, sexology and the
Lesbian subject in turn—of—the—
century America .
Alice and Lillie were young,
white, respectable and from well—
to—do families. Their attorneys
knew them personally. If any of

Endorses

this had been different (race, age,
social standing) the media cover—
age and the scandal would have
been quite different.
Lillie Johnson was always de—
scribed with all the prevailing fe—
male attributes of the period —
beauty, shyness, delicate health and
sensibilities.
Alice, on the other hand, was
described as cool, calm, showing
no remorse or emotion, sometimes
being described as not pretty at all
but often as "mannish."
These portrayals were designed
to have Alice declared insane and
Lillie‘s charges of accomplice dis—
missed, thus avoiding a murder
trial.
There was a lot of conjecture,
mostly outside of Memphis, about
whether this was a case of intense,
admirable love between two
women (one of whom was insane)
or a perverted "homo—sexual" situ—
ation.
The word "homosexual" was
first coined in 1892. Victorian
sexual ideas were fading, but there
were not yet newer ideas to replace
them. There were works of fiction
based on the trial and even
Radclyffe Hall‘s famous The Well
ofLonliness owes something to this
case.
In 1997, a freelance writer came
to Memphis and did exhaustive re—
search into the murder as source
material for a screenplay. He vis—
ited Bolivar Asylum, located some
of the Mitchell descendents and
discovered another jingle com—
posed at the time. The story con—
tinues to intrigue.
Those who have studied the
Mitchell—Ward case closely have
discovered a portrait of the times;
the roles and expectations of _
women, the new sexual classifica—

Hormel While Lott:

Continues To Support Block
In a surprise turn of events, con—
servative Senator Orrin Hatch (R—
Utah) has become one of only two
Republican senators on record en—
dorsing openly Gay philanthropist
James Hormel‘s appointment as
ambassador to Luxembourg —
even as Senate Majority Leader
Trent Lott has pledged to continue

blocking the nomination.
In a Feb. 13 interview with the
Desert News, Senator Hatch said
he supported Hormel because, "I
don‘t like discrimination of any
type. I don‘tbelieve in preventing
someone from serving as long as
they conduct themselves within
certain standards.."

Ellen Goes On

According to Human Rights
Campaign (HRC) Communications
Director David Smith, "Mr.
Hormel is completely qualified for
this position. His nomination was
approved by the Foreign Relations
Committee and bipartisan support
for his nomination continues to
grow.

Hiatus

ABC has announced that its history—making sitcom Ellen will be on hiatusfor
six weeks beginning
Mar. 11 and GLAAD hopes that this does not si gnal any intentions on ABC‘s
part to cancel the landmark
program.
Sources at both ABC and Touchstone Television have indicated to GLAAD
that the decision to cancel
or renew Ellen could happen at any time, and GLAAD is working
to ensure the survival of
thegroundbreaking show.
During the hiatus, ABC will run a new comedy, TwoGuys, A Girl and A
Pizza Place.
"During the hiatus, millions of viewers will miss what is undoubtedI
y the strongest Lesbian or Gay
representation on network television," said GLAAD Interim Communications
Director Cathy Renna.
"Americans who have come to expect the high quality, diverse programming
Ellen represents must let
ABC know that we look forward totheir renewal of the show for another season.
It is time to save Ellen."

valuable historical moment.
tion of homosexuality, some of the
"But why did you do it, Alice?"
classic attitudes of the South dur—
asked the attorney. "Because I
ing the 1890s.
loved her," Alice replied.
Was Alice brave, crazy, beside
Sources for this article may be
herself with frustration, transexual?
found
at the Memphis/Shelby
Was the "death compact" born of
County Public Library. Microfilm
a genuine deep feeling of love or a
romantic notion consistent with the — copies of the newspaper accounts
ofthe time are available, the library
period? How innocent was
has
bound collections of all of the
Frederica Ward? How butch was
Memphis Gay/Lesbian periodicals
Alice Mitchell? It can never be
in the Memphis Room and a bound
known.
copy of The Trials of Alice
What is known has become the
stuff of folklore, a case for study, a Mitchell.
GAYVON
BY DOS AMIGOS—MEMPHIS
(901) 388—9986
Affordable Gifts That
Come to You!

Caps, Cards, Ts, Buttons, Jewelry

| A

& Much, Much More!

iii
ust
M

a!
M1

Tuesday Nights

6:30 p.m.
f
f
Glenview

Community
Center
1141 S. Barksdale
Provided as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.

852 S. Cooper Memphis TN 38104 %
(901) 272—2853

You can get all your floral needs
met here at Lavender Earth.
Come see our selection of
easy to care for Orchids.
Outdoor Plants will begin
arriving the middle of March!

Hopefully Winter will leave with
the first day of spring!!!!!

Tues—Sat
10am—6pm
Spring Hours
will begin in April

Visa/MC/Disc/AE
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Freedom to Marry Da
y Events.
Here are a few reports so far
on what happened at the Na—

Emerald Theatre .

in a breakfast meeting with sup—
portive religious leaders brought Company Staging What
tional Freedom to Marry Day
along their wedding albums.
events scheduled for more than
conference where they pledged
New York, N.Y.: New York Are Tuesdays Like?
40 cities across the U.S. on Feb. . to work to defeat
any legislation
City, like Las Vegas, Nev. and
The Emerald Theatre Com— dividually and together as a
12 to call for equal marriage
or ballot initiative aimed at de—
three California cities, issued a pany will
present What Are whole.
rights for. Gays and Lesbians.
&
nying legal same—gender mar—
proclamation of National Free— Tuesdays
Like?
featuring Den—
Ticket prices are $7 for adults
Mass.:
Cambridge,
riages. Several bills to reject le—
dom to Marry Day. Two men Nickolas
Smith and Hal and $5 for students with valid
Harvard University‘s Bisexual,
gal Gay and Lesbian marriages
"tied the knot" in a thick white Harmon,
co—dire
ctor of the Em— LD.
Gay, Lesbian and Transgender
another state may someday per—. rope on the steps of City
Hall at erald Theatre Company Mar.
Season subscriptions are now
and Supporter‘s Alliance
form have been defeated in pre—
a rally attended by about 30 13—15
and
20—22.
This
show
on
sale. The cost is $30 and in—
re—
(BGLTSA) "tied the knot" in
vious legislative sessions in
people. Openly Gay City places the original
schedul
ing
cludes
of
pink ribbons around all the trees
four tickets for the re—
California: A referendum to put Councilmember
Tom Duane Survival.
:
maining season. Subscriptions
in Harvard Yard. Smaller pink
the question before the voters is
said,: "We are here to say that
This contemporary drama fo— will includes two extra free tick—
ribbons were passed out at the
now in development, although
not only do we want to recog— cuses on
six characters who ets.
campus Resource Center to be
it is not expected to qualify for nize that we can
be and are meet each other in the waiting
worn by those supporting legal
Emerald Theatre is one of
a ballot this year.
sweethearts, but we believe we room of
an HIV/AIDS clinic. five resident companies at The—
same—gender
marriage.
West Hollywood, Calif.:
deserve, we demand, the same Over a period
of time, the char— atre Works, 2085 Monroe Ave,
BGLTSA has endorsed the Na—
The "Gay city" of West Holly—
right all other Americans have acters learn
the
reasons how behind Overton Square. Call
tional Freedom to Marry
wood "tied the knot" in myriad
to be married." Rabbi Sharon each person
contrac
ted the dis— 722—9302 for more information.
Coalition‘s resolution calling
lavender ribbons on trees, lamp—
Kleinbaum, who officiated at ease and how
the
various
stages
for Gay and Lesbian marriage.
posts and street signs, as well as
the ceremony and was one of of the epidem
ic
affect
them
in—
Sacramento, Calif.: Openly
one that stretched all the way
five supportive relgious leaders
Lesbian Assemblymembers
around City Hall. Participants
in attendance, said, "We do not
believe that those who speak the Softball Teams Set To
language of hate and violence
Largest Champagne
and bigotry speak in the lan— Start Practices
guage of God. We believe that
Teams in the Bluff City Sport Presently there arefive teams
Sunday Brunch
God‘s love embraces all of Associa
tion Softball League are committed to play, and the
God‘s creation."
beginni
ng their spring practice league is looking to add an ad—
in Midtown
Charleston, West Virginia: sessions in prepartion for
the ditional team soon.
The Charleston Gazette joined start of
This year the league is eli—
play in mid—April. This
in the spirit of National Freedom will be the
gible
to send up to three teams
third year of play for
to Marry Day with a strong edi— the Gay
and Lesbian league in to the Gay Softball World Se—
torial against the latest West Memphi
s. Each year the level ries during August to Atlanta.
Virginia bill to deny legal rec— of competi
Come out and enjoy the
tion has gotten bet—
ognition to Gay and Lesbian
Visit Our
ter and the games more excit— steamy, summer nights and play
marriages. That bill, SB 50, was ing, not
only from a players‘ softball! If you are interested in
"Anything Goes"
introduced by state Senator standpoint
but also for the fans playing as an individual or a
Donna Boley (R—Pleasants) and attending.
team or know someone who
Gazebo Bar
is now pending before the Sen—
As of now, all league games would want to sponsor a team
French Quarter Suites
ate Judiciary Committee. The will be on Sunday evening
s be— please call 725—7590 or 682—
2144 Madison Avenue
Gazette didn‘ t hesitate to take a ginning at 6 p.m. at Tobey
Park, 9928. What else are you going
few jabs at conservatives along located at the
corner of Holly— to do Sunday night? Come out
the way, but basically proposed
wood and Central Avenue. and have some fun
SUPPORT GROUPS FO
that,
"a marriage license is a le—
R
gal document, and it seems un—
constitutional to deny the right Valentine‘s Day Notes
LESBIANS AND GAY MEN
to participate in a legal contract,
Conversation Hearts Can—
just because of gender," echo— dies: Those colorful little can— tion Hearts from NECCO, have
PRIDE RAP
ing the essence of the Hawaiian dies with the messages printed bsen on the market since 1902.
"You Are Gay" was the
is a support group sponsored by Memphis Pride, Inc.,
state Supreme Court‘s 1993 de— on ther that turn up each year
message
on some of them up —
which meets the 2nd Monday of every month
cision.
at Valentine‘s Day, Conversa— until about 10 years ago, when
(7—8 p.m.). It offers a safe place for sharing
the sexual orientation meaning
and forming new friendships.
of "Gay" had reached the con—
sciousness even of the very old—
PRESENTATIONS
fashioned NECCO office
sponsored by Fully Alive! are educational seminars about
where the slogans are deter—
self, relationships and spirituality in the context of Gay and
mined.
S
Lesbian issues.
About 15 percent of the
mBOt,
messages turn over each year,
FACILITATORS
and more recent offerings in—
Susan Taranto, MPS and Carol Sclicksup, MA
clude "You Go Girl" (just "Go
Girl" on the Tiny size) and
BREAKFAST
"Sister
Friend."
LOCATION
— VICTORIAN INN
Fully Alive! A Center for Personal Enrichment
— #7 Lema St.
—
Eureka Springs, A72632
|
2701 Union Ext., 504
YOU
501—253—9010
3
ARE
There is no charge for these groups.
Chad
For more information, call Susan or Carol
at (901) 323-2078
Sheila Kuehl (D—Santa Monica)
and Carole Migden (D—San
Francisco) appeared at a press
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Court of Appeals Upholds

AIDS Vaccine Team

Conviction of Phelps

—For Sale—

Preparing for the Worst
of HIV. The FDA, which has
not yet approved any AIDS
vaccines that include a live
virus, is reviewing the plan.
The group hopes to begin
the trial in 2000 and have an
effective, safe vaccine by

TWO ROOM TENT

=TOPEKA, Kan. (AP) —The
state Court of Appeals has up—
held the conviction and jail sen—

quently picket other churches,
saying they do not condemn
homosexuality enough. Phelps

CHICAGO (AP) — A phy—
sicians group that plans to test
an AIDS vaccine with live
strains of the virus in humans
says test subjects will get free

tence for a participant in the
Rev. Fred Phelps Sr.‘s public

and his followers carry signs
with slogans such as, "God

medicine if they contract the
disease.

Hates Fags."

s
Price: $195 firm.
The first trial would begin
by
injecting
five
volunteers,
tests, the International Asso—
followed by a six—to—nine
ciation of Physicians in AIDS
Contact Doris or Joyce
month monitoring period for
Care said it has lined up three
at
pharmaceutical makers to pro— — safety and tolerability. If it ap—
901—386—7794
pears safe, the number of par—
vide free medicine to the vol—
or leave message
ticipants would be gradually
unteers if they need it.
increased.
:
—More than 200 people,
mostly doctors and other
health care workers, have vol—
unteered to test the vaccine,
Okipper‘s Doggie World
including Joe Zuniga, a former
army soldier who was dis—
8659 Old Poplar Pike
charged in 1993 for disclosing
&
that he is Gay.
#
Germantown TN 38138
‘"We don‘t expect people to
(901) 624—5606
progress into AIDS, but we‘re
€
trying to avoid that ‘reckless‘

Follower

._

campaign against homosexual—
ity.
5
A three—judge panel rejected
arguments from Charles F.
Hockenbarger that he was the
victim of selective prosecution
and failed to receive a timely
trial. He was convicted of one
count of battery and one count
of unlawful restraint and or—
dered to serve five days in jail.
The conviction arose out of
a September 1993 incident out—
side Topeka‘s First Lutheran
Church, in which Hockenbarger
was accused of assaulting and
unlawfully restraining the

Hockenbarger was the first
Phelps follower to be sentenced
to jail in connection with a
Westboro protest.
The trial judge also prohib—
ited Hockenbarger from picket—
ing within 500 feet either of
First Lutheran Church or the
homes and work sites of the
minister and all witnesses in the
case.
Hockenbarger challenged
those restrictions, but the Court
of Appeals said they are "care—
fully tailored to avoid future
similar confrontations."

church‘s pastor, the Rev. W..
Gerald Weeks.
Hockenbarger, 24, is a mem—
ber of Topeka‘s Westboro Bap—
tist Church, of which Phelps is
pastor. Westboro members fre—

Answering criticism that it
is moving too fast with the

label that some people have as—
signed to us," Zuniga said.
The vaccine will be made
with a live but weakened strain —

with screened—in porch
|(used twice). Two camp
stools and one cot
(new), two—burner
Coleman stove
(uses unleaded gas).

2007, Zuniga said.

Kennel Director

Director
Margaret Black

—Grooming

Owen DeVasier

Pet Taxi Service Manager : Adrienne Lindsey

Party Time
24 Hrs. Daily

MEMPHIS
AT PLAY

Rock 103
Eff/Ag la lbw/£648

April 16—10:30 pm.

725—1909

Applications Available at
___J—Wag‘s, Autumn Street Pub

|

|| —&Star Search Video Starting — |

|

&

March 20
ComeOm and See

Happy Hour Daily |
Noon to 7p.m.
$1.25 Long Necks
$2 Pitcher

Who Will Bethe
Ast Mz. J—Wag‘s
Pool Tournament
Every Friday
8 p.m.

J—Wag‘s
March12 —
forthe
Ol
| WM ya- Wag; Egan/of
at llllﬁll pm
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"Millennium
by National

March on Washington for Equal

Rights" Announced

Gay Organizations

WASHINGTON, DC — The
nation‘s largest Gay and Lesbian
political organization and the
nation‘s largest Gay faith—based
movement announced plans today
to sponsor a march on Washington
in the spring of the year 2000. The
event will be produced by veteran
march organizer Robin Tyler who
brought the organizations together
to formulate planning.
The Human Rights Campaign
and the Universal Fellowship of
Metropolitan
Community
Churches are exploring dates in
spring 2000 for the "Millennium
March on Washington for Equal
Rights," the heads of both organi—
zations said.
Several prominent organiza—
tions have signed on as endorsers,
including the National Black Gay
and Lesbian Leadership Forum; the

National Latino/a Lesbian and Gay
Organization; the National Center
for Lesbian Rights; the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance Against Defama—
tion, the National Youth Advocacy
Coalition; Parents, Families and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays; the
National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force and the Gay and Lesbian
Victory Fund. Representatives
from these organizations and oth—
ers will be sought to participate on
an organizing committee which
will help facilitate the organization
and presentation of the event.
"This march will set a new tone
for a new century," said Elizabeth
Birch executive director of the
Human Rights Campaign. "Full
equality under the law will be our
achievement in the new millen—
nium."
"Together, we will solidify the

gains we‘ ve made over the past de—
cades and call upon our nation to
live out its promise of ‘liberty and
justice for all,"" said the Rev. Troy
Perry, founder of the Universal Fel—
lowship of Metropolitan Commu—
nity Churches. "This march will set
the pace for social justice and hu—
man rights."
The organizations are working
closely with Tyler to produce the
event. Tyler was an instrumental
organizer/producer of the past three
marches on Washington dating
back to 1979.
"Robin‘s depth of experience,
community commitments and un—
stoppable energy uniquely qualify
her to lead the organizing efforts

for this historic event," said Birch
and Perry.
"This is an historic time in our
movement. Although we have
much greater visibility and a mea—
sure of cultural acceptance, we
must not be lulled into a false sense
of security," Tyler said. "This
march will once again show the self
esteem, strength and unwavering
determination of the Lesbian, Gay,
bisexual and transgender commu—
nity."
The last march was April 25,
1993 and attracted more than 1 mil—
lion participants, according to the
organizers.
The Universal Fellowship of
Metropolitan
Community

NCSF Distributes

1st National

Violence and

Discrimination

NEW YORK, N.Y. —The Na—
tional Coalition for Sexual Free—
dom announced the distribution of
the 1st National Survey of Violence
and Discrimination Against Sexual
Minorities Feb 20. This survey will
document the violence and dis—
crimination that regularly occurs
against people involved in diverse
sexual practices.
NCSF hopes to receive over
1,000 completed surveys in the
next few months with the help of
national and local S/M—leather—fe—
tish organizations, businesses and
publications. The results will be
distributed to media and to human
rights organizations in order to
raise awareness of the dangerous
prejudice that exists against adults
who practice safe, sane and consen—
sual sexual expression, including

fetishes, S/M, bondage, cross—
dressing, polyamory, and others.
In the Introduction to the 1994
Female Trouble survey, Violence
Against S/M Women, Jad Keres
sums up the problems that affect
many people in our community: "S/
M women are harangued, stalked,
threatened, pushed, hit, kicked and
sexually harassed by non—S/M
women. S/M women are denied
membership in [Gay/Lesbian/bi/
trans] community groups and re—
fused admittance to events and
businesses. It is a pattern of vio—
lence that has gone unacknowl—
edged by the leaders in our
community — the event organiz—
ers, the editors, the publishers, the
theorists, the bookstore owners, the
bar owners, the political activists
— all the myriad voices that should

Call for McVeigh
Republican Congressmember
Howard Coble (R—N.C.), chair of
the Courts and Intellectual Property
Subcommittee of the House Judi—
ciary Committee, joined William
Delahunt (D—Mass.) in writing a
letter to President Bill Clinton Feb.
10 calling for "a full investigation"
into the case of Senior Chief Petty
Officer Tim McVeigh, whom the
Navy attempted to discharge based
on the "Gay" content of a profile
associated with one of his several
America Online screen names.
Federal Judge Stanley Sporkin
forced the Navy to reinstate
McVeigh, finding that the Navy
had violated both "don‘t ask, don‘t
tell" and the federal Electronic
Communications Privacy Act
(ECPA) in its investigation of
McVeigh.
The Congressmembers‘ letter
read in part, "Now is the time for
the Administration to send an un—
equivocal message to Americans of
every political persuasion that gov—
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Churches is the world‘s largest and
oldest predominantly Gay Chris—
tian spirituality organization.
Founded by Perry in 1968 with a
commitment to social and spiritual
justice and headquartered in West
Hollywood, Calif., UFMCC is
composed of more than 300 local
congregations in 15 countries.
The Human Rights Campaign is
the largest national Lesbian and
Gay political organization, with
members throughout the country.
It lobbies Congress, provides cam—
paign support and educates the
public to ensure that Lesbian and
Gay Americans can be open, hon—
est and safe at home, at work and
in the community.

Survey of

have spoken out loudly and clearly
against the ‘violence long ago but
who have chosen to remain silent.
Why?"
The 1st National Violence &
Discrimination Survey is available
in an easy electronic format on the
NCSF website, or in a download
version: http://members.aol.com/
NCSFreedom/Survey .html
The National Coalition for
Sexual Freedom (NCSF) partici—
pates in changing public policy and
laws that prejudice society against
individuals because of their diverse
sexual and affectional practices.
NCSF is a voluntary not—for—profit
association and offers a free mem—
bership to individuals and organi—
zations who support the rights of
adults to engage in safe and con—
sensual sexual expression.

Investigation

ernment agencies will not be per—
mitted to gather private informa—
tion on American citizens without
their consent and in violation of
federal law, or to take punitive ac—
tions on the basis of private infor—
mation that has been illegally
obtained....
"Both Democrats and Republi—
cans are watching this case with the
keenest attention. Some of us op—
pose the policy requiring the dis—
charge of Gay service—members;
some of us support that policy.
However, while we may disagree
on this underlying issue, we are
united in our concern over the im—
plications of the case for the devel—
opment of the Internet and the
legitimate privacy interests of those
who make us of it."
The letter went on to express
concerns for the government‘s pro—
posal to allow encryptions only if
law enforcement has the keys to the
codes, saying, "When concerns
have been raised that a key recov—

ery system would compromise
public confidence in the integrity
of confidential communications,
these [federal law enforcement]
agencies have repeatedly given
their assurances that encryption
keys would not be used in the ab—
sence of a warrant or court order.
Yet what are we to make of such
assurances when the Navy could so
readily circumvent the warrant re—
quirements of the ECPA in order
to obtain private subscriber infor—
mation?"
Meanwhile, several Senators are
introducing measures to regulate
the Internet, including proposals by
Dan Coats (R—IN) and John
McCain (R—AZ) for censorship of
"adult" materials.

Seven

Convicted

Under

Law, Get No Jail Tlme
guilty to buggery, was sentenced to that, "The law as it stands con—
two years‘ probation. Williams, ers
stitutes a violation of human
Connell and Moore were the three rights,"
called on Parliament to
convicted for relations with the amend theandstatutes.
MP Harris yes—
underage man. Mark Love, David terday raised questions
about the
Godfrey, and Craig Turner (whose case with the attorney general
and
name had been withheld from court introduced an "early day motion"
records because he was not yet 18 for law reform in the House of
at the time of the party) were each
Bishop Holloway had
sentenced to 12 months probation Commons.
written
asking
the ‘judge to "dis—
and 100 hours of community ser— pense justice with
mercy." Two
vice. Gary Abdie was sentenced to January demonstrations
in support
150 hours of community service. of the Bolton 7 sponsored
Amnesty International spokes— OutRage! drew 150 and 200 par—by
person Soraya Bermejo told report— ticipants.

British Sex Crime

LONDON — Seven Gay men
of England bishops sent of 18, but well past the age of
found guilty of violating British Church
(Bishop
of
Edinburgh Richard consent forheterosexuals and Les—
~ sex laws— laws which themselves Holloway and
+
have been found wanting — won‘t Worcester). the bishop of bians.
As
a
result,
two
ofthe
men
vid—
go to prison...but there are other But while the men won‘t go to eotaped engaging in sex acts with
kinds of punishment.
their lives have already been him were added to the national sex
British judge Michael Lever, jail,
seriously
damaged.
offenders registry, even though the
QC, has heeded widespread calls The seven
men
had
engaged
in
young
himself was also
for leniency for seven men con— consensual sexual activities in a charged man
with
and
victed under laws which apply private home in the Manchester gross indecency. found guilty of
only to Gay men, giving no jail
town ofBolton. A disgruntled The men have already experi—
time to any of them as he pro— area
tenant
a home enced threats, assaults and arson as
nounced sentence. Sentences could video thegavemenauthorities
had
made
of their a result. The unequal age of con—
have
ranged
as
high
as
five
years
party,
and
the
law
descended
on the sent was condemned by the Euro—
in prison.
group
in
full
force,
apparently
Commission on Human
Had any of the so—called the mistaken belief that they werein pean
Rights
in October, and the British
"Bolton 7" been incarcerated, hu— a pedophile ring.
Parliament
to amend it
man rights watchdog Amnesty In— The mere fact that more than very soon, isbutexpected
Director
of Public
ternational had promised to adopt two people were present during a Prosecutions Dame Barbara
Mills
them as "prisoners of conscience" male—male sex act is a violation of nonetheless endorsed the Bolton
— something the Britain—based the Sexual Offenses Act of 1967, prosecutions as being in the public
organization rarely does in its even though no such penalty ap— interest, with the knowledge ofthe
home country. Other demands for plies
activity. All Lord Chancellor, Lord Irvine.
lenient sentencing came by the seven tomenheterosexual
were
therefore
Norman Williams was sen—
hundreds from Gay and Lesbian with "gross indecency" andcharged
were
tenced
months for buggery
activists around the world, includ— found guilty by a jury in January; and six tofor18gross
sus—
ing openly Gay actor Sir Ian two men pleaded guilty to addi— pended for two indecency,
years.
Terry
McKellan, and from Members of tional charges of "buggery."
Connell was sentenced to nine
Parliament (Liberal Democrat Dr. In addition, one participant was months
gross indecency, sus—
Evan Harris and Bolton‘s Labour 17—1/2 years old at the time, six pended for
for
Jonathan
MP Brian Iddon) and even two months shy ofthe Gay age ofcon— Moore, whotwohadyears.
also pleaded
Satcher Confirmed, Malia Primed
The U.S. hasn‘t had a surgeon
problems with his Open Lesbian Liz Malia
general since Joycelyn Elders re— Republicans‘
nomination.
two opponents in a Demo—
signed under pressure in 1994, but Along with all the Democrats crushed
cratic
primary
70
Republicans finally allowed the about 1/3 of Senate Republicans percent of theFeb.vote10,totaking
win
the
Senate to approve the nomination supported his nomination, led by party‘s nomination to represent the
ofDavid Satcher on Feb. 10.
the Senate‘s only physician, Bill 11th Suffolk District in the Massa—
Secretary ofHealth and Human Frist
(R—TN), for a final tally of63 chusetts state House of Represen—
Services
Donna
Shalala
watched
—
35;
even
Republican tatives, the national Gay and
the Capitol Hill proceedings with Orrin Hatchconservative
ofUtah
found
Lesbian
Victory Fund announced.
Satcher at her department, and ing" Satcher‘s personal rise"inspir—
from
a
There
hasn‘t
been an open Gay or —
when she celebrated the vote by childhood of poverty.
Lesbian
in
the
Massachusetts Leg—
patting the official surgeon The Republican opposition to islature since 1978.
general‘s chair to welcome him, a the nomination was led by John — Malia served as Chief of Staff
puff of dust went up. Satcher was Ashcroft
(R—MO), who objected to for the outgoing long—time incum—
sworn in on February 13.
needle
exchange
more to bent, Democrat John McDonough,
Satcher has been director of the Satcher‘s supportbutforevenabortion.
among numerous othercommunity
Centers for Disease Control, after (Liberal Rhode Island Republican and
ward politics activities. She‘s
years
working
in
inner—city
hospi—
John
Chafee
said,
"I
find
it
distréss—
favored
two inde—
tals, and his support for needle ex— ing that no matter what we do pendentsto inwina against
general
election
change programs to prevent the around this place, suddenly we‘re March 10.
spread of AIDS was one of the into abortion.)

Houston Mayor‘s Executive Order
Protecting Gays Welcomed
Lee: Brown, the new mayor of first 45 minutes the mayor‘s office phasized that there is no other pro—
Houston, Tex., on Feb.16 signed an was
on Feb. 12, and after 3 tection from discrimination based
executive order prohibiting dis— days open
a
total
about 672 calls ran on sexual orientation in local, state
crimination based on sexual orien— 445—227 in ofopposition.
Although or federal law. They were joined
tation in provision of city services several city councilmembers
be— in support ofthe order by the River
and in city employment.
lieved
Brown
should
have
given
Oaks Area Democratic Women,
Although
conservative
talk
them
the
chance
to
vote
on
the
who
an e—mail campaign.
show hosts sparked numerous question, a majority there would A initiated
similarorder
had been signed
phone calls in opposition, those definitely have approved it.
by
MayorJim
McConn
in 1979, ex—
residents who actually turned out Some opponents sought to ob— piring when heleft office.
Al—
to speak at the Feb. 17 City Coun— fuscate the issue by raising the though his successor Kathy
cil meeting supported
question of extending domestic Whitmire did not renew the order,
action by 25—1. the mayor‘s partner
to city employees‘ it was clear to all that the policy
After plans for the executive Gay andbenefits
Lesbian
partners. Brown was still in practice during her ten—
order
were
highlighted
on
the
front
did
not
immediately
respond, but ure. However in 1985, Houston
page of the Houston Chronicle on late Feb. 1 1 issued a statement
voters soundly defeated an ordi—
Feb. 11, and the mayor‘s Citizen "That is a totally separate issue"thaton nance
protecting Gay and Lesbian
Assistance Office phone number which he had "no comment."
city
workers
spe—
given out on talkshows, 135 oppos— Gay and Lesbian activists, both cial election byin aa low—turnout
4
to
1
margin.
ing phone calls came in during the Democrats and Republicans, em—

FOR SALE

1987 Lincoln Town Car — 4 Door
Actual Miles: 89,000
V—8 302 Good Tires, Spare with Jack
White w/Blue Vinyl Top/White Leather Interior
Priced to Sell at $2,500° CASH
Contact Joyce at 901—386—7794

for 5 gears! Please call me
when gou are ready to cell
or to purchase a home.

SOWELL & COMPANY
+ L+ T + 0 + R .$

$

[E
Office (901) 278—4380
MLS
Residence (901) 363—1060
54 S. Cooper « Memphis, TN 38104
STEVE SOLOMON

—
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Web

Defense v.

A Gay Massachusetts computer
professional claims he lost a job
after a co—worker hacked into e—
mail that revealed his relationship
with his domestic partner— so he‘s
fighting back with a website. David
Smith‘s case is a complex one in—
volving complaints of both sexual
orientation and physical disability
discrimination filed with the Mas—
sachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination (MCAD) and the
federal Equal Employment Oppor—
tunity Commission, plus possible

E—Mail

Firing

future "whistleblower" filings with
the Massachusetts state Attorney
General and the federal Securities
and Exchange Commission.
His target is the State Street Glo—
bal Advisors (SSgA) division of the
State Street Corporation, which
calls itself "the world‘s leading
specialist in serving institutional
investors" with $3.9—trillion in as—
sets under custody and $390—billion
under management. Having en—
deavored to keep the matter private
from his August firing until he‘d

reached the deadline for filing with

between Smith and Jorstad that

MCAD; Smith is making sure now

made clear the nature of their rela—

that his side of the story is heard

tionship, which had become a topic

by publishing it on the Web.

of ridicule behind Smith‘s back.

As Smith tells the story, he was

Smith went to supervisors to de—

hired in January 1997 by SSgA

mand an investigation, telling them

through a contract agency when his

of his fear that the apparent secu—

partner, Patrick Jorstad, also a com—

rity breach might have much larger

puter professional, was already on
staff.

implications for their operations. —

Jorstad had kept his sexual ori—

for making "malicious" and "false"

entation secret even from his own

accusations against a co—worker —

family, and the two revealed their

but he believes it‘s a case of the

relationship only to their supervi—

company "shooting the messenger"

sor, so that possible conflict of in—

who warned of a possible security
problem.

terest could be considered. Smith

@

he

was twice signed to new contracts,
the second with a substantial wage
increase in July 1997.
Then in August Jorstad left the

SUIT
S

company. A week later, a co—
worker told Smith that a third party
in SSgA (one who had been hired
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and supervised by Jorstad) was
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bragging to others about having
broken into the company‘s e—mail
system and retrieved messages sent
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Now, There‘s Light at the End of the Tunnel

The City of Chicago settled an
American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) discrimination lawsuit out
of court on Feb. 4 with a binding
agreement to end all support for
programs of the Boy Scouts of
America (BSA) as long as the
Scouts continue to discriminate
based on religion and sexual ori—
entation.
The agreement ends a relation—
ship of more than thirty years and
leaves the Chicago Area Council
of BSA looking for private spon—

Memphis
Pride and Solutions is the
nation‘s leading provider of
mental health and addictions
treatment fo the lesbian, gay
and bisexual communities.

Spring

HIV/AIDS—related stress,
depression and grief treatmen
specialists.
Call

The physical disability aspect of
the case arises from Smith‘s re—
quest for a week of paid leave dur—
ing the investigation, in the belief
that the stress involved — includ—
ing working in the proximity of the
offending co—worker — was aggra—
vating his Crohn‘s Disease, a pain—
ful
chronic
autoimmune
dysfunction of the digestive sys—
tem. SSgA refused to grant this re—

Chicago Won‘t Sponsor Scout Program

Locate2144
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38104
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sorship for as many as 28 Cub
Scout, Boy Scout and Explorer
groups involving about 1,000
young people, for which the city
had provided meeting space and
paid leaders.
The city also agreed to pay
$20,000 in legal costs, but did not
take responsibility for any wrong—
doing, stating in the agreement that
no "student or adult volunteer has
ever been excluded from participat—
ing in any city—sponsored program
because of his or her religious be—
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quest, even after Smith‘s contract
agency offered to pay him for the
duration.
The alleged hacker (named on
Smith‘s site but not in the formal
complaints) says that he told the
company that he‘d obtained the e—
mail from another source, but was
soon terminated for refusing to re—
veal that source. He also denies that
Smith‘s termination had anything
to do with his sexual orientation.
SSgA‘s official response to
Smith‘s allegations is that the com—
pany "will directly and clearly re—
spond with substantive information
to show [Smith‘s legal] action is
without merit. Our reply will, of
course, be a matter of public record
for anyone to examine." In other
words, the company is saving the
presentation of its side of the case
for the formal hearings.
As for Smith‘s allegations of
potential security problems, SSgA
says there is "no basis" for them.

lief or sexual orientation."
The lead plaintiff in the case was
openly Gay Kevin Poloncarz, who
had intended to volunteer as a
leader of an Explorer group spon—
sored by the city‘s Law Department
for youth interested in studying
law.
He contacted the ACLU when
he discovered that the Scouts‘ reg—
istration form included subscribing
to a declaration of principle stat—
ing an "obligation to God." He was
joined by co—plaintiff Reverend
Eugene Winkler, a Unitarian min—
ister who was concerned that the
city‘s sponsorship of Scouting vio—
lated the constitutional principle of
separation of church and state.
The lawsuit was filed a year ago.
In the meantime, Poloncarz has
found his volunteer position with
a Legal Explorer program spon—
sored by the Chicago Bar Associa—
tion, which the ACLU believes
makes him the only openly Gay
man to have challenged BSA‘s
policies who is now serving as a
volunteer Scout leader.
The Scouts‘ "Declaration of
Religious Principle" says that no
member "can grow into the best
kind of citizen without recognizing
an obligation to God.... The recog—
nition of God as the ruling and
leading power in the universe and
the grateful acknowledgement of
His favors and blessings are nec—
essary to the best type ofcitizen—
ship." The city‘s former written
agreements with BSA had accepted
the requirement that members
"subscribe" to this principle or be
excluded from participation.
Among numerous legal chal—
lenges around the country to BSA ‘s
discriminatory policies, the Cali—
fornia state Supreme Court will
soon be issuing its decision on the
Scouts‘ rejection of both Gays and
atheists/agnostics.

Arkansas Attorney General Asks To
"EOR

Toss Out Sodomy Lawsuit
By David A Lieb
Associated Press Writer
LITTLE ROCK (AP) — After
reviewing about 70 years of cases,
the Arkansas attorney general‘s
office says it can find no one who
has been prosecuted in Arkansas
for having homosexual sex with a
consenting adult in a private place.
Furthermore, it‘s not likely that
anyone ever will be prosecuted
under such circumstances, the at—
torney general‘s office said.
Given that, there is no contro—
versy to justify a lawsuit challeng—
ing the state‘s sodomy law — and
the lawsuit should be dismissed, the
attorney general‘s office argued
Feb. 17 in papers filed in Pulaski
County Chancery Court.
"The likelihood of future pros—
ecution for private, consentual con—

duct between adults is virtually
nonexistent," said Timothy
Gauger, an assistant attorney gen—
eral. "In light of the history of non—
enforcement... plaintiff‘s alleged
‘fear‘ of future prosecution is un—
founded."
Gauger argued that Attorney
General Winston Bryant has no
authority to file criminal charges
based on the sodomy law. He said
Bryant‘s co—defendant, Pulaski
County Prosecutor Larry Jegley,
who could file such charges, has
never done so nor even threatened
to do so.
But an attorney for the plaintiffs
said the possibility of repercussions
still exits. As long as the law is in
place, it could be used against ho—
mosexuals in child—custody cases,
as grounds for evictions by land—
lords or in license revocation pro—
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law, so why don‘t they just give in
and

have
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off the

books?"
Sullivan

said

he could not cite

any cases in which the sodomy law
had been used against homosexu—
als in evictions or nursing—license
revocations.
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JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — The
waiting list for people who need
anti—HIV medications continues to
grow and exceed state Health De—
partment resources.
"We‘re all concerned about it,
and we wish that nobody had to ex—
perience that uncertainty. We‘re
doing our dead—level best to set up
a system where they can eliminate
that as much as possible," said Dr.
Bob Hotchkiss, director of the state
Department of Health‘s Office of
Community Health Services.
A waiting list for people who
want the life—prolonging drugs has
grown to 175, Hatchkiss said.
The agency is currently provid—
ing medications costing more than
$12,000 annually per person to 175
people with HIV. The number of
patients being served is down from
hundreds in the program last year.
Faced with limited funds, the
Health Department announced last
May that it would inform clients
they would have to look elsewhere
for the medication. Costly combi—
nation therapy, a new drug regi—
men, had depleted the AIDS Drug

Assistance funds.
The Health Department re—"
moved more than 650 people who
met certain criteria from the pro—
gram.
"The tradmonwas to glve ev—
ery patient every benefit of the
doubt on their stand on the pro—
gram. Once the expensive, effec—
tive combinations came out we felt

— and the experts advised us —
that was no longer a fair way to do
business," Hotchkiss said.
Hotchkiss said many of the
people who haven‘t been able to tap
into the federally funded AIDS
Drug Assistance Program, or
ADAP, are receiving medications
through pharmaceutical compa—
nies‘ compassionate—use programs.
Debbie Konkle—Parker, chair—
woman of the Mississippi HIV/
AIDS Assembly, said the need
probably far exceeds the 175
people in the program and the 175
people on the waiting list.
"I‘ m sure there‘s a lot of people
out there in plenty of other places,
and they‘ve heard the Ryan White
(ADAP) program has run out of
money, and they‘re not even try—
ing to get medication," she said.
The AIDS treatment advocate
says relying on drug companies‘
generosity isn‘t sound policy.
Compassionate care programs —
while helpful — require a burden—
some amount of paperwork and
bring a great deal of uncertainty,
Konkle—Parker said.
Konkle—Parker, a nurse: practi—
_tioner atthe Unwersrty of—Missis—
sippi Medical Center; also said
there are regions of the state that
don‘t have staff, time or knowledge
to see that people with the AIDS
virus are able to access compas—
sionate care programs.
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U.S. AIDS

Deaths Still

AIDS statistics from the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control re—
leased Feb. 2 have once again been
good news, with both deaths and
new cases for the first half of 1997
down substantially from the same
time in 1996. It‘s the second year
in which deaths have decreased,
and it‘s generally agreed that the
drop reflects improved treatments
— even though many people with
AIDS do not have access to them.
In the first six months of 1997,
12,040 AIDS deaths were recorded
nationally, a dramatic 44 percent
drop from the 21,460 of the first
six months of 1996. The first six
months of 1996 had already
marked a 14 percent decrease from
the first six months of 1995.
The decline in deaths was even
more marked in some key popula—
tion centers. In Los Angeles
County, Calif., deaths dropped 55
. percent from 1996 to 1997. New
York City counted 2,600 AIDS
deaths in all of 1997, down 48 per—
cent from 4,998 in 1996, which had
already marked a decrease of 29
percent from the 7,000 deaths there
in 1995. Over the two—year period,
New York City deaths dropped by
64 percent. Another way of look—
ing at these niimbers is that an av—
erage of 19.3 people died of AIDS
each day in New York City in
1995; in 1997, it was seven. There
was substantial improvement in
New York City for all subgroups
by gender, ethnicity, and route of
transmission, but the greatest drop
in deaths occurred among Gay men
at 41 percent from 1995 to 1996.

The flip side of the diminished
death rate is a larger number of
people living with AIDS, an in—
crease of 12 percent nationally to a
total of 259,000. In New York City,
the number of people with AIDS
has increased from 32,000 to
36,000 from 1996 to 1997, with
about 10,000 new HIV infections
each year. There are still an esti—
mated 35—40,000 new HIV infec—
tions each year in the U.S, adding
to an estimated total of 400 —
650,000 people with HIV nation—
wide.
New cases of U.S. AIDS
dropped by 12 percent, comparing
the first six months of 1996 (33,590
new cases) with the first six months
of 1997 (29,520). That came on top
of a 9 percent decrease from 1995
to 1996. In Los Angeles County,
new cases dropped by 32 percent
from 1996 to 1997.
One of the steepest drops in new
HIV infections has occurred among
children of mothers with HIV, a
decline attributed to treating moth—
ers with AZT. Centers for Disease
Control epidemiologist Kevin
DeCock told the Fifth Conference
on Retroviruses and Opportunistic
Infections in Chicago that "It is not
unrealistic to speak of the elimina—
tion of pediatric HIV in the indus—
trialized world."
However, another study re—
ported at the conference indicated
that AZT may actually interfere
with the effectiveness of some
other AIDS drugs in treating adults.
Dr. Jean—Pierre Sommadossi of the
University of Alabama at Birming—

ham found in a small study that the
ability of d4T to reduce viral load
was substantially lower (60—70
percent reduction compared to
more than 95 percent reduction)
among those people who had first
been treated with AZT.
The effectiveness of new drug
treatments was quantified in a CDC
study reported by Dr. Amy Mc—
Naghten that looked at 40,000
people with AIDS in nine cities.
The risk of death among those re—
ceiving the triple—drug therapy with
protease inhibitors was 63 percent
lower than among those receiving
a single drug and 86 percent lower
than those taking no drugs. Another
way of looking at these numbers is
that those with the triple—drug treat—
ment had a risk of death 2.5 times
lower than those treated with a
single drug.
But drug access remains prob—
lematic, primarily due to costs es—
timated at about $15,000 per
person per year. A CDC study re—
ported by Dr. Paul Denning of
_ 2,014 people newly diagnosed with
AIDS or HIV in Los Angeles, New
Jersey and San. Francisco, found
that 18 percent were receiving the
triple—drug therapy, 22 percent
were receiving two drugs, 10 per—
cent were receiving a single drug,
and 47 percent — nearly half —
were receiving no treatment at all.
In addition, more than half had
never been tested for "viral load"
(the quantity of HIV circulating in
the blood), a key finding in select—
ing proper treatment.
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Lesbian Character Debuts
on South Park —

Comedy Central‘s hit animated series South Park (@pm CST,
check local hstmgs) introduced an openly Lesbian character to
the mythical town in the Colorado Rockies.
A glamorous substitute teacher named "Ms. Ellen" — doubt—
less a graceful nod to that other openly Lesbian character on TV
— steps in to manage the series‘ third grade stars while their regular
.._ |. teacher, Mr. Garrison, undergoes cosmetic surgery, and she im—
|
mediately steals the heart of the all—unknowmg 8—year—old "Stan."
—
South Park started with a splash in 1997, seoring Comedy
Central‘s best lmtxal ratings ever, and has only gotten stronger

since.

One previous episode featured the tribulations of a Gay dog, a
role barkedby ER‘s George Clooney, who found refuge at a sanc—
tuary for Gay and Lesbian animals before being reunited with his

humans.

The construction—paper cut—outs stop—action animation series
is the brainchild of Trey Parker and Matt Stone, who remember
all too well being tormented as a short kid and a fat kid in their
own grade school years, and they bring that consciousness to a
series more targeted to adults — who tend to more appreciate the
presence of genetic engineers, hypersexed school cooks and space
aliens in the town — than to children like those whose egocentric

world—view the series portrays.
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Navy Adrift,

McVeigh Stacks Up

Officially, the Navy says it will
appeal the Jan. 29 decision by a
federal judge that stopped the dis—
charge of Senior Chief Petty Of—
ficer Timothy McVeigh — but
those ever—popular "unnamed" of—
ficials are leaking the idea that the
service would very much prefer to
negotiate a settlement for
McVeigh‘s early retirement than to
take the embarassmg case to court

again.
U.S. District Court Judge
Stanley Sporkin ruled in no uncer—
tain terms that the Navy had vio—
lated both the "don‘t ask, don‘t tell"
policy and the federal Electronic
Communications Privacy Act in its
investigation of McVeigh, whose
planned discharge was based solely
on the "Gay" content of a profile
associated with one of his several
America Online screen names.
Although McVeigh — who has
never "told" any sexual orientation
and has a heterosexual history —
is not the first servicemember or—
dered to be retained after having

been scheduled for a discharge dinating technical publications, and
based on homosexuality, his case describes the trash detail as an “of—
is believed to be the first in which fice renovation."
any branch of the service was ac—
As for the hostility McVeigh‘s
tually found to have violated its attorney said he‘d been experienc—
own "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" ing from his colleagues — hostil—
policy.
ity which brought the fatal peer
Outside the courtroom, partial "discipline" of AFew Good Men
answers are now available to two to the ‘attorney‘s mind — Wensing
important questions raised by says, "We haven‘t seen any evi—
McVeigh‘s return to active duty: dence of those allegations regard—
what will his duties be, and how ing his reception." That would
will his safety be provided for?. .
seem to indicate that the Navy will
McVeigh‘s attorney had com— not make any special arrangements
plained in court about the decorated to protect McVeigh from a threat
17—year veteran, who had been they don‘t perceive.
Chief of the Boat (top enlisted man)
On the day before Sporkin is—
on a fast—attack nuclear submarine, sued his final ruling, House Minor—
now being assigned to such tasks ity Leader Richard Gephart wrote
as supervising two other men re— a letter to Secretary of Defense
moving trash from a room. William Cohen which referred to
(McVeigh received a $745/month McVeigh several times in express—
pay cut when he became the subject ing broader concerns about the
of investigation in September and practice of "don‘t ask, don‘t tell."
was removed from his submarine.)
Following up on a previous let—
U.S. Pacific Fleet Commander ter regarding a report from the Gay
Kevin Wensing now. states that and Lesbian Servicemembers Le—
McVeigh will be a librarian, coor— . gal Defense Network, which had

found that discharges for homo—
sexuality had actually increased
since the institution of "don‘t ask,
don‘t tell" in 1993, and which the
Pentagon (lacking data of its own
on the subject) had promised to re—
view and report on sometimesince,
Gephart urged the Secretary to see

that the report was completed that
McVeigh‘s casebe "properly ree _
solved," and that "both the letter
—and the spirit" of "Don‘t Ask,
Don‘t Tell" be complied with in all
cases, including McVeigh‘s.

Bears Come Out of Hibernation —
"in Memphis

Club Night
Pipeline
Sat., March 14 — 10 p.m.
Wear Bear Gear (Hats, T—Shirts, etc.) If You Have It

Oldest AIDS Blood Confirmed
An international team headed by sample from a British sailor which one in understanding the still—mys—
Dr. David Ho of the Aaron Dia— Ho had put forward ultimately terious natural history of the world—
mond AIDS Research Center is re— proved tobe.
wide pandemic. _
porting in the Feb. 5 issue of the
The current sample is 1dent1f1ed
As Dr. Simon Wain—Hobson of
journal Nature their authenticated — as HIV—1, the strain affecting the the Pasteur Institute writes in a
identification of HIV in a blood larger number of people in the commentary in Nature, the sample
sample from 1959 — and the struc— world today. The projection of confirms that HIV "had a human
ture of this oldest—known example HIV‘s natural history backwards history before it went global."
of the virus leads them to believe more than a decade is based on the _
While it still supports the popu—
that the history of HIV in humans degree of genetic divergence which lar notion that HIV began as a mon—
extends back to before World War HIV—2 shows from HIV—1 and from key virus which somehow jumped
1!
the 1959 sample, all of which pre— the species barrier to infect hu—
The blood was taken from a sumably had some common ances— mans, it negates speculation that
Bantu man from what‘s now the tor.
the disease began with contami—
Democratic Republic of Congo as
The estimate of time for the di— nated polio vaccine given to
part of a study that collected more vergence to take place is somewhat 300,000 people in the former Zaire
than 1,200 samples over 13 years.
speculative, particularly since there in 1959, suggesting instead that the
Researchers took particular care are no other samples from that time "jump" from monkeys came de——
that this find would not become period for comparison.
cades before.
contaminated, as a previous 1959
The discovery is an important
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Federal Charges Being Considered in
Come see our selection of

Beating of Miami Student
OXFORD, Ohio (AP) — Fed—
eral charges might be filed against
two men accused of beating a
Black Miami University student
with a bat while taunting him with
racist and anti—homosexual re—
marks, officials said Feb. 18.
Steve R. Cole, 18, of Oxford,
and Jeffrey E:—Eberle, 19. of.
Loveland, are charged with feloni—
ous assault under state law for the
Jan. 19 attack on Miami sophomore
Christopher Jason Kindinger. The
attack occurred near the campus in
this city about 30 miles northwest
of Cincinnati.
U.S. Attorney Sharon Zealey
and Butler County Prosecutor John
Holcomb met with Oxford police
to determine whether to pursue
charges under federal hate crime
statutes.

"We‘re still reviewing the situ—
ation ... to determine the most ap—
propriate course of action," said
Fred Alverson, a spokesman for
Ms. Zealey.
After driving by the 19—year—old
student as he walked with a friend,
the suspects allegedly struck
Kindinger with a bat, fracturing his
skull and breaking the bone under
his eye, police said. His compan—<
ion, 20—year—old Miami sophomore
Brad Waite, escaped and reported
the beating.
Police arrested Eberle Monday
outside Milford High School and
arrested Cole Feb. 17 at his home.
The suspects‘ boasted about the
attack to others, helping police
identify them, said Oxford Police
Chief Steve Schwein.
~ The FBI will wait for the out—

easy to care for Orchids.
come of the trial before deciding if
the people who tipped police about
the suspects‘ alleged statements
will receive the $2,000 reward the
FBI offered in the case, said
spokesman Ed Boldt.
Kindinger and Waite have
stopped attending classes since the
beating.
,—Kindinger, who goes by his .
middle name, Jason, has been recov—
ering at his New Boston, Ohio, home.
Doctors had to rebuild his left
cheekbone and eye socket, leaving
him with eight stitches and 12
staples on his face.
Kindinger said he is doing well,
but hasn‘t made any decision about
returning to school yet.
"I‘m tryingto heal now," he
said.

Outdoor Plants will begin

___

arriving the middle of March!

.
|

Hopefully Winter will leave with
the first day of spring!!!!!
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Gay-Rights Group Had Money, Clout, But Too Few Votes —
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Openly Gay City Councilman? It‘s About Time!
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cut more than 650 peoplefrom thef
Living Word
program.
"I‘d
put
$5
million
in
this
pro—
"I‘m hopefulgoingthatto workreally,
the Health
gram toin sell
a heartbeat,"
heto said.
"I Departmentis
Christian Church
have
my
story
my
col—
really
hard
to again
make thissureyear,"
that
leagues,
and I have
totherealistically
J. Kyle Dearen, Pastor
doesn‘t
happen
find
the
place
to
get
money.
I
don‘t think it‘s hard story to sell said Konkle—Parker.
An

340 N.Gartland
Memphis. TN 38104
Phone 276—0577

MAG.Y.

Sunday Morning
Sunday Evening
Wednesday Evening

10 a.m.
6 p.m.
7 p.m.

"Lead me in Thy truth, and teach me:

Memphis Area Gay Youth
Peer support and discussion group
Call: 355—MAGY
email: uja—duban@cc.memphis.edu
website: www.geocities.com/westhollywood/1772/

for Thou art the God of my salivation;
on Thee do | wait all the day."
Psalm 25:5

KJV

Please join us as we worship and adore the
One who is the Way., the Truth and the Life!
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Congratulaltions go out
New

Ms.

from

Crossroads Management &

Valentine
Ist

of

Crossroads

Runner—up
Good luck
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Saturday, March 7th — Lo & Glo Show
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Friday the 13th — 8:30 p.m
Limp Dick Productions Presents The 50 Plus Girls
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Hair Contest

— Just Wear Your Biggest Hair!!
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How Gay Were Tennessee Williams‘ Plays?
Tennessee Williams created
some of the most memorable char—
acters in the history of modern the—
ater. He won two Pulitzer Prizes,
and many of his plays also became
classic movies. His 25 full—length
plays have been translated into doz—
ens of languages and continue to
be produced around the world. In
addition, Williams dealt with the
subject of homosexuality in a rela—
tively direct way at a time when
few writers dared to. All of these
facts should make him one of our
prominent Gay forefathers. But
Williams‘s place in the Gay pan—
theon is complicated by his years
in the closet, his tormented Gay
characters and his tragic demise.
As an aspiring young writer,
Tom Williams took the name "Ten—
nessee" in honor of the home state
of his father‘s family. He was ac—
tually born Thomas Lanier Will—
iams in 1911 in Mississippi and

HELP

TARD

grew up in St. Louis. Williams‘s
life always provided capital for his
writing. In The Glass Menagerie
(1945), for example, Williams im—
mortalized his dysfunctional fam—
ily — absentee father; faded,
Southern—belle mother obsessed
with the past; and mentally un—
stable sister. Like Williams, the.
beleaguered son/brother of the
play, Tom Wingfield, struggles to
write, but is overwhelmed by the
burden of having to support his
family by working in a shoe fac—
tory. The pressure finally drives
Tom — as it did Tennessee — to
leave St. Louis to pursue his writ—
ing career.
"Everything a writer produces is
his inner history, transposed into
another time," Williams said late
in life. It wasn‘t just his tortured
family that Williams mined for his
work. He knew in college that he
was Gay, when he fell in love with

WANTED

BOY

OR

BOYS

Cut Grass — Edge —
Clip
Plant

Hedges

Flowers — Mulch

his roommate. But because of the
repressive 1930s, he also under—
stood that being Gay was not "nor—
mal." His conflicted, often negative
feelings about his own homosexu—
ality eventually found their way
into his best—known plays.
Homosexuality is the deep,
shameful secret at the heart of A

for Skipper with his negative ideas
about homosexuality, and he sinks
into alcoholism, frustrating his sen—
sual and ambitious wife Maggie
"the cat" both emotionally and
sexually. Maggie is determined to
produce an heir to the fortune of
Brick‘s father, Big Daddy, and by
the end of the play takes control by

i

Streetcar Named Desire (1948),
which won Williams his first
Pulitzer. Blanche DuBois, one of
the great tragic characters of the
American stage, is plagued by the
fact that her young husband killed
himself after she confronted him in
public about being homosexual.
Her guilt drives her to despair, al—
coholism, and eventually a mental
breakdown. Blanche has a definite
campy side, though — with lines
like "I have always relied on the
kindness of strangers" — that has
led many readers to view her as a
Gay man in drag.
Williams‘s second Pulitzer
Prize winner, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
(1955), again has homosexuality
and suicide at its core. Though he
never appears on stage, the char—
acter Skipper — who committed
suicide over his sexualattraction to
his friend Brick — haunts the play.
Brick is unable to reconcile his love

locking up Brick‘s liquor supply
and attempting to seduce him.
Cat became a movie in 1958,
but because of the strict film pro—
duction code, Skipper‘s suicide and
Brick‘s coldness toward Maggie
went unexplained. At the end of the
movie, Brick (played by Paul
Newman) magically overcomes his
sexual ambivalence and eagerly
beds Maggie (Elizabeth Taylor).
What on stage had been a sad and
poignant exploration of the forbid—
den nature of love between men
became, in Hollywood‘s hands,
simply the triumph of heterosexu—
ality.
Williams‘s 1958 play, Suddenly
Last Summer, presents a much
darker picture of a Gay man. Like
both Blanche‘s husband and Skip—
per, Sebastian Venable is dead be—
fore the play begins, and his
shadowy demise remains at the
center of the play. Only his cousin,

Catherine, knows the truth aboutit,
and she is threatened with a lo—
botomy by Sebastian‘s mother if
she tells Sebastian‘s secret — that
he used first his mother and then
his cousin to procure male sex part—
ners for himself. In the end,
Sebastian‘s gruesome death is re—
vealed — he was cannibalized by
a gang of Mexican boys whom he
was attempting to lure.
Given the time in which he was
writing and his equation of homo—
sexuality with death and ruin, it
isn‘t surprising that Williams was
closeted during mostof his career.
He did, however, have several se—
rious relationships, including a
long—term one with Frank Merlo, a
former sailor he met while vaca—
tioning in Provincetown. It wasn‘t
until openly Gay critics prodded
Williams to come out that he finally
did so in his Memoirs (1975).
Over the course of his life, Wil—
liams became increasingly alcohol—
and drug—dependent, and his writ—
ing suffered. On Feb. 25, 1983, he —
was found dead in his New York
City hotel room. He had tried to pry
off the child—proof cap of a Seconal
container with his teeth, and the
plastic accidentally lodged in his
throat and choked him. It was an
ending fit for a Williams play.
David Bianco, M.A. is the au—
thor ofModern Jewish History for
Everyone. He can be reached care
of this publication or at
AriBianco@aol.com. For more
Past Out, visit www.

Ma Vie En Rose Director Says
Homosexual
By Anna Sathiah
Associated Press Writer

Slight Dog & Bird Care

Must Know a Little

About Plants

Transportation a MUST!
3—4 Days a Week
Spring — Summer— Fall
We Supply All Tools Needed.
Daytime Call 481—7900
Ask for Tom or Trent
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Theme Blocked Oscar Bid
ity —the movie won best picture to terms with his marked prefer—
award at Seattle‘s 1997 Gay and ence for playing with dolls and
Lesbian film festival — disturbed wearing girls‘ clothes rather than
jury, Berliner says he has no running around a football field.
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — the
doubt.
he says he is not the kind
The film is both funny and sad
Alain Berliner looks dazed. The to worryButabout
something he can‘t and always touching. It does not
last few months have been a whirl change.
preach or give in to sentimentality.
ofjoys and disappointments. Now
Before
the
Oscar
nominations
The
overriding theme is family
he is recovering from the unex— were announced, Berliner was ec—
closeness,
which in the end con—
pected treatment of his film, Ma static aboutthe film‘s "incredible"
quers all, even when Ludo‘s father
Vie en Rose (MyLife in Pink), that success.
(Jean—Philippe Ecoffey) loses his
won a Golden Globe but failed to
Incredible
because
at
the
Bel—
job
and his wife and children are
win an Oscar nomination.
gian
film
school,
where
he
studied,
ostracized
by the whole neighbor—
"I‘m surprised and disap— —
specialized in script writ— hood.
pointed," admits the 34—year—old Berliner
ing, and never imagined his first
"A film has to be universal,"
Belgian director. "Everyone serious
shot
at
directing
would
reap
Berliner
says.
around me was so sure it would be such applause.
He says he has no patience for
nominated, I ended up believing it
Since hitting American screens action films "where an explosion
too!"
in
September,
the film has grossed takes place every five minutes." He
Ma Vie en Rose — first seen at more than $680,000
sales, re— says he liked Chris Vander
the Cannes Film festival in May — spectable for a foreigninfilm.
Stappen‘s script of Ma Vie En Rose
is a poignant tale of a boy who
One
reason
for
that
success
may
because it was about bemg differ—
wants to be a girl.
be
that
the
story
of
Ludovic
ent.
After winning the Golden Globe
du Fresne) — a sweet,
Berliner is now busy shooting a
for best foreign language film in (Georges
wide—eyed 7—year—old with a second film on the historic divide
January, many people expected an dimpled
who wants to be a between Belgium‘s Dutch and
Academy Award nomination be— girl — is smile
a
change
from the usual French—speaking communities.
cause, in the past 15 years, 11 films glossy blockbuster fare.
He has another project pending.
that took best movie honors at the
The film follows the trials and "A novel I really want to make into.
Golden Globes got the same at the tribulations
of Ludovic‘s parents a film and I‘m trying to buy the
Oscars.
——
he
also
has
siblings and a rights for it," he says. "But I‘m not
Asked if he thinks his film‘s grandmother —three
as
they
try to come telling which."
underlying theme of homosexual—

ane

Happy to hear... The Tsaurus
Man of the Year Banquet was held
recently at the Madison Flame. I‘m
happyto tell you Ed Brandon, Glen
Jones and I, all volunteers with
Feast For Friends, were honored.
with nominations for the distinc—
tion, along with several other in—
volved members of the community.
I am so pleased Ed Brandon was
chosen for the honor. Ed has been
involved with Feast For Friends for
about four years now, I believe, and
has been instrumental in increas—
ing the quality of the food served
at the dinners and coordinating all
the activity in the kitchen. He
doesn‘t do it all by himself, but like
any true leader, he welcomes the
participation and input others of—
fer. He has been in this HIV battle
much longer than I, and I learned
very quickly from him I could not
only survive, but thrive. What
Darrell Bowers began almost six
years ago with Feast For Friends
has continued because of the par—
ticipation and dedication of people
like Glen and especially Ed. I‘m so
proud to have been honored with a
nomination of this sort with people
like them.
S
Sad to say.:. Isometimes feel —
like Gilda Radner‘s character,
Roseanne Roseannadanna from
Saturday Night Live... it‘s always
something! It gets awfully hot, hot,
hot in the kitchen at St. John‘s
United Methodist Church where
the Feast for Friends is held. I‘m
certain you wouldn‘t be able to
stand the heat in that kitchen, but
our volunteers tough it out. I‘m
worried about their health working
in that heat. They ain‘t healthy,
young, spry chicks any more, you
know, and summer is just around
the corner.
Happy to hear... You can solve
the problem by finding us a win—
dow unit (220 volt with big BTUs)
to keep people healthy and comfy
while they cook for a 100+ people.
Many of you reading this could
help us with this. Only one of you
needs to step forward.
Sad to say... I don‘t mind shar—
ing with you "religion" is the
equivalent of a four—letter word to
me, in most cases. So, I‘ll do you a
favor and not go there.

Church to finally promote discus—
sion among its followers. Topic:
homosexuality. Not so long ago
there was a release of a pastoral
statement from the National Con—
ference of Catholic Bishops titled,
"Always Our Children," referring
Happy to hear... The numbers
to Gays and Lesbians as "God‘s are small when all is considered:
precious children," Rev. Robert
174 million half—shell oysters har—
Nugent ‘and Sister Jeaninne
vested from April—October when
Gramick travel the country repre—
nearly all vibrio infections occur;
senting Catholic Parents Network — in the worst year (1996) only one
and recently conducted a seminar
illness for every $12,000 servings
at one of Memphis‘ most affirming
of six raw gulf oysters; an average
churches, St. Patrick‘s on S. Fourth.
of 10 people die each year, com—
The Catholic Church still consid—
pared to 85 people who die from
ers homosexual activity a sin: I can
lightning. But when it‘s lightning
live with that since the Church con—
and thundering, you don‘t go out—
siders any sexual activity outside
side to play; so just don‘t eat raw
marriage a sin (so let us have le—
oysters. The FDA recommends you
gitimacy through marriage!). How
boil, fry or broil oysters for 3 min—
right he was when Father Nugent utes to kill the little nasties, or bake
said, "...we should not reduce
at 450 degrees for 10 mins.
people in terms of sexual behav— — See...you can have you aphrodisiac
ior." CPN‘s mission is very contro—. and eat it ,too.
versial, pastoral statement or not.
In Nashville, the Network‘s host
Sad to say... While watching
church canceled the seminar. It was
Lady Sings The Blues, which stars
moved to an Episcopalianchurch.
Diana Ross, one night and smok—
Sad to say... My heart is break—
ing! As I shared with you last, my
favorite must—see—TV of all time is:
leaving us soon. The very final epi—
sode of Seinfeld is scheduled for
May 14th. Mark your calendars.
Happy to hear... NBC is sell—
ing 30—second ads for the much
anticipated mother—of—all finales
~for anincredible $2 million per.
This is the highest commercial
price ever, even beating out the
$1.3 million for spots in January‘s
Super Bowl. Even though the over—
all ratings aren‘t expected to be
higher than the Super Bowl‘s, ad—
vertisers feel that Seinfeld‘s audi—
ence is of a higher caliber, thank
you very much!
>

a >»

arama
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Kelly Hurt, Sandra Bray and Gary country." Could someone please
Johns sang her songs asonly they explain that to me?
could in front of 500+ supporters
and fans, while the marvelous 17—
Happy to hear... The cruise line
piece Memphis Jazz Orchestra pro— did cancelthe visit, but because of
vided wonderful accompaniment. bad weather, not because of the
I can‘t tell you enough what you power of prayer, as theclergymen
missed ifyou weren‘t able to attend. bragged. The power of their type
As someone commented to me, "It of prayer does nothing morethan
was truly a magical evening."
make many people sick to their
stomachs. It‘s good to know, while

Sad to say... A ship without a STS .at the same time, that the U.S.
port—of—call, destined to sail forever doesn‘t have a monopoly on Reli—
the endless seas. That could hap— gious Righteous Wonders.
pen if the Norwegian Cruise Line‘s
Leeward continues to have gay
Sad to say... In a survey re—
cruises to countries whose sizes ported in Archives of Internal
match their minds...miniscule.First Medicine, four out of 10 HIV—in—
the Cayman Islands in December fected people do not inform sex
refused docking privileges for the partners of their condition, and
ship carrying 900 Gays and Lesbi— nearly two—thirds of those didn‘t al—
ans.Most recently, Bahamian cler— ways use condoms. "This is not a
gymen and their supporters problem of knowledge...this is a
demonstrated in the streets protest— matter of personal responsibility."
ing the ship‘s visit to their nation. I want to know if there was a sur—
Forget the fact the destination was vey which asked, "Do you always
a remote speck of an island, and ask your partner his or her status?"
forget the fact that island is owned
by the company. Rev. Simeon Hall,
Happy to hear... Those with
V.P. of the Bahamas Christian only one sexual partner were —
Council, acknowledged the impor— three times more likely to have
tance of tourism to the economy, told their partners than subjects
but he said for every $1 made, "we
don‘t have to spend another $10—
See Sad to Say on page 32
$15 in terms of repair work to our

ing a little of my medicinal, I was
thinking that if she were alive to—
day, she‘d probably be dead from
AIDS. Well, she definitely would
be a prime candidate to have the
virus. The Legendary Lady,
through all her travails with pros—
titution, blatant racism, domestic
abuse and heroin addiction, re—
mained as the name implies..:a
Lady.—Billie died atthe age of 44,
my age (oh, how young), but her
music still stirs our passions.
Happy to hear... And it most
definitely did on February 15th at
the New Daisy Theatre on Beale
Street. "A Holiday with Billie Holi—
day‘ netted $20,000 for the Hearth
& Home Emergency Fund at
Friends For Life. Teresa Pate,

MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
°
(Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd. (Open 24 hours) ® 683—9649
Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. » 345—0825
Fantasy Warehousé #2 (North)
2532 N. Watkins » 358—8642
— U—PICK—EM! SPECIAL — _
2328336° 4844" 550° 6550
&

Happy to hear... There is a
movement within the Catholic

whs nt e Some

Sad to say.... "Never eat oys—
ters in a month without the letter
"R"... it could prove fatal. Vibrio
vulnificus, a bacterium that exists
harmlessly in coastal waters, can
wreak havoc for those with HIV
infection, chronic liver disease
(hepatitis, alcoholism, etc.), diabe—
tes, to name a few. The warmer gulf
waters of summer make the little
devil more dangerous for unknown
reasons. Though it strikes a small
group of people, it often is fatal...a
whopping 56 percent death—rate. —

Sadto Say,

Sad to say... I don‘t get the op—
portunity to report very much on
local stuff because Vincent Astor
already covers those stories, and
does it su—PERB—ly! But I can‘t pass
on this one...

>

wE Now carry cD Roms

and checks accepted at #1 and #2

$1.49 PER MIN. Must be 18 years or older.

OPEN 7 Days

© 1997 Compuline, Reno, NV. TOUCH—TONE PHON‘E REQUIRED.
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Every time a new Gay/Lesbian—
"The Ball" which benefited Holy A
Trinity Community Church‘s owned restaurant opens, we hope.
Building Fund. The event is sched— Our primary vice is good—eatin‘.
printed matter in the keeping of Company in January raised $375
uled to be repeated next year and (and it‘s beginning to show) and we
entities such as libraries and mu— for ETC‘ s operating costs.
the sets played by Joyce Cobb were have the same high hopes for In
seums where they will enjoy the
most enjoyable. Even though we The Grove, a restaurant scheduled
same professional care as other his—
The 7th annual King and Queen
stayed until after midnight, we to open in March. This was the site
toric items. Modern historians and of Hearts fundraiser, held at Madi—
never heard any mention of a con— ofIllusions which is on the Wal—
archivists are interested in son Flame in February, raised more
test or prizes (outside of the ads). nut Grove end of the "Road to
everybody‘s contributions to his— than $1,500 for the Friends For Life
Showgirls there were, doing very Amnesia." Already, it has been
tory and do not judge, just collect general fund. Most votes (i.e.
refreshing numbers we might add. transformed out of recognition into
and analyze. This
money) pro—
The room was lovely but we never a gallery of original art ablaze with
includes us.
claimed Carol
saw the Intermission Mardi Gras color and movement. We have seen
Stockton king
Extravaganza. We did see our sis— it as a "work in progress" so this is
and
Barb
Bits and
ters of the Mystic Krewe of not a review. We do understand
Baker
queen.
Snatches
Aphrodite all over the place staff— that Scott Lenhard is to design the
Dee
Dee
Audrey May,
ing the bars; We hope to see them menu and we have sampled his
Whitaker
owner of Meristem
on stage next time; an extravaganza culinary fare, much to our un—
(who on alter—
Books and Gifts,
may be yours by merely mention— bridled delight. Jim Deaton, known
nate Tues—
and — * Susan
ing the word to Aphrodite, it‘stheir to thousands from long association
days when
Mackenzie, attor—
with Amnesia and predecessors, is
specialty.
the moon is
ney, will be recipi—
We have found, during our ca— owner. We are advised that
‘dark is known
ents
of
the
reer, that the best benefits are col— "thump—thump" music will be
as
Jimmy
Memphis Peace
laborative. Leather clubs join barred from the premises.
MPs Gray) was
and
Justice
forces. Drag performers leave their
. voted favorite
Center‘s Peace—
regular venues and perform to—
More of the Same
entertainer.
keeper Awards. The 5th annual .
gether. Clubs and organizations
The "OldSchool Reunion" held
awards dinner will take place at
collaborate. Everybody invites all at One More (subtitled "how many
Congratulations to Ed Brandon,
Christian Brothers University on:
of their friends and borrows one senior Lesbians can you fit into one
Sat., Mar. 7.For ticket information Tsarus Man of the Year for 1998.
another‘s costumes. It also helps to beer bar") was such a success that
call the Memphis Peace and Jus— Ed has been a conspicuous volun— be well—versed in the traditions of —
it is being repeated on Mar. 21. —
tice Center or First Congregational — teer and spokesperson for Friends Mardi Gras — particularly that of
Church. Both of these women have For Life since April of 1994. He is incognito. "Cogno" is Latin for "I
Last month, the Pride Parade
had a significant impact on both the responsible for completely revital— know." Incognito means you‘re not
and
Festival were set for Sat., June
greater Memphis community and izing the Food Pantry and is a core supposed to know until the un—
20.
The
annual River: Ride has been
the Lesbian/feminist community volunteer for Feast For Friends. Jim masking, usually at midnight.
scheduled
for the 19th. Both of
McCain, who received the award
for decades.
By the by, Rev. Ed Hammett these events are undergoing reno—
with the Pipettes in 1992, spoke as
stayed in Memphis to attend and vation and should be fresh and new
The
benefit——
held
at well as Katt Tubbs, a Feast" For emcee on his little—publicized 49th
for 1998. A picnic in Plough Park
_ TheatreWorks for Emerald Theatre Friends volunteer for the past three birthday:
is being planned for April.

History Made, Recorded,
by Vincent Astor
I must confess that I was wor—
ried. I had always been very proud
of our Memphis and Shelby
County Public Library for keeping,
and keeping carefully, bound edi—
tions of all of the Memphis
Lesbian periodicals since Gaiety
was started in 1975. Much to my
dismay, Gaiety disappeared from
circulation. For some reason, I was
told that it had been removed: and
— discarded during a routme update

of the stacks.
I had investigated in the periodi—
cal section, where most newspapers
are kept. I discovered recently,
much to my relief but not to my
surprise, that Gaiety, Gaze and the
Triangle are safe and well. Brian
Pera, of the MGLCC and Mid—
South Archives, had been in com—
munication with the History
department of the library. Since
Gaiety and Gaze are no longer
printed, they are classified asbooks
in the history department. He took
issues of Gaze from the MGLCC‘s
collection and used these to com—
plete the library‘s run, which is
bound and available through the
Memphis Room (that means it is
permanent permanent).
Steps are being taken by myself,
— Brian and others to safely locate
other important artifacts and

Maintained

years. Ms. Tubbs volunteers with
her mother and began while in her
teens. $500 from the event was
donated to Feast For Friends..
Lady A. Steps Out
Edward Bridges was chosen
Mardi Gras King and Ronald
McKnight Mardi Gras —Queen at

We neglected last month to wish
National News Editor Mike Mor—
gan well. He is still participating
. from afar (Denver to be exact).
R.LP.—Illusions, Alternative
Restaurant

The Caring Center —
Tuesday Nights 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

As other denominations

located at First Congregational Church
tell you "No,"

_

Watkins at Eastmoreland one block south of Union:

we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES !"

Theraputic Touch Services to the HIV/AIDS
community, those with catastrophic iliness,

>

and caregivers, call

First

Congregational

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in everyperson
—and the sacred value of every human life

Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins « 278—6786 phone; 278—2071fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
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278-6786 for information

—

SUSAN
MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law —

Suite 2518
100N. Main Street
_
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
901—526—0809

—The 10th annual Miss ‘J—Waé’s
will be chosen on Mar. 12.
The Lucky 7 Hoedown hosted
by Southern Country Memphis will
take place Mar. 6,7 and 8th at the
Holiday Inn Midtown.
— Congratulationsto Miss Valen—
tine—China Fox and 501‘s Enter—
tainer of the Year—Simply Vonna
Valentino.
Rick Bray, the compleat femi—
nist; the compleat activist, the eter—
nal student is throwing a major
bash scheduled for Margarita Mon—
day at Molly‘s. Date—April 20.
«More as is happens.
Bears, who are known for hiber—
nating through the coldest weather,.
like to have their club nights early.
I managed to drop in twice, once
at 8 and once at 11 to find that I
had missed the festivities altogether .
(although I did see a pleasant b‘ ar
or two). The new Memphis Bears
_ plan to have regular nights like this,
but it is to be hoped that one or two
will be trappable. One can only |
look at the same b‘ ar pa‘rs so many
times.
Autumn St. Pub will host the 4th
annual Misty McEntire Awards on
Fri., Mar., 20. It will include din—
ner.
§
f
Final Round
Oh, just enjoy yourselves.
—Ta, ta.
V.A.

By Simon

LeVay,

Ph.D.

Do We Lie With Statistics?
to three times" higher than among
"The suicide rate among Gay
non—Gay youth. Gibson then mul—
and Lesbian kids is somewhere
tiplied this figure by the infamous
around 33 percent." That at least
"ten—percent" figure for the preva—
was the claim made in a 1996 edi—
torial in Los Angeles‘ Gay lence of homosexuality in the
population—a figure which is
newsmagazine Frontiers. A third
based on a misreading of the
of our Gay youth kill themselves!
Kinsey Reports from the 1950s. No
That is surely a horrendous crisis,
modern surveys come anywhere
far worse than the AIDS epidemic.
close to that figure. He concluded
Hold on a second, though. Let‘s
that "20 to 30 percent" of all youth
do some math. About 3 million
suicide attempts were by Gays or
children are born in the U.S. per
Lesbians.
year. If 4 percent will become Gay,
Another survey, by University
that‘s 120,000 Gay births. One
of Minnesota pediatrician Gary
third of these, or 40,000 babies, are
Remafedi, bolstered the belief in
future youth suicides, according to
such a high figure. Yet Remafedi‘s
Frontiers. Since births must be bal—
study lacked a basic requirement
anced by deaths, that‘ s 40,000 Gay
for reaching any conclusion on the
youth suicides per year. Yet that‘s
matter: it included no comparison
eight times the annual total of all
youth _suicides:—in— the U.S: group of non—Gay youth. Even so,
Remafedi upped Gibson‘s figure
Something‘s wrong, evidently.
ftom "20 to 30 percent" to a
What‘s wrong is something
straight "30 percent," and this was
‘that‘s all too common in our com—
seized on by the Gay media and in—
munity: an ignorance of statistics
creased further to a nice round
or a willingness to misuse them for
"one—third." (I should mention that
political or other purposes. It hap—
Remafedi®‘ study, which is re—
pens with our numbers, our in—
printed in his book Death by De—
come, our occupations, you name
nial, does offer useful comparisons
it. But nowhere has the statistics
between suicidal and non—suicidal
game been played so recklessly as
Gay youth.)
on the topic of youth suicide.
The media, supported by
The whole thing began with a
Remafedi, then extrapolated from
1989 article written by San Fran—
the prevalence of suicide attempts
cisco therapist Paul Gibson, which
to that of actual suicides. Admit—
was published as part of a U.S.
tedly, it is hard to get data on com—
Health Department report on youth
pleted suicides, because a dead
suicide. On the basis of surveys of
youth‘s sexual orientation can
teenagers who entered shelters or
rarely be determined. But youth
sought counselling (an unrepresen—
suicide attempts are notable for
tative sample if there ever was
their low completion rate. Unlike
one), Gibson suggested that the rate
attempts by adults, which are of—
‘of attempted suicide among Gay
ten fatal, only about 1 percent of
and Lesbian youth might be "two
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suicide attempts by youths result in
death. One can reasonably con—
Simon LeVay, PhD, is well—
clude that most youths who "at—
MALE CALL
knownfor
his research on the "Gay
tempt suicide" donot in fact want
INTIMATE TALKING PERSONALS
brain." He is the author of The
to die. Therefore it is mistaken to
ALL ALTERNATIVE urEstYiEs
Sexual
Brain,
City
of
Friends
(with
assume that the "attemptors" are
Elisabeth
Nonas),
and
Queer
Sci—
Local TELEPHONE NumeERS
representative of those who actu—
ence (MIT Press, 1996), and the
ally kill themselves. (I emphasize,
1—200
biomedical thriller Albrick‘s Gold
however, that all "failed attempts"
289—DATE
(Richard Kasak Books, 1997). He ,
at suicide should be taken seri—
(289—3283)
may
be
reached
at
ously, both because some are in—
SLeVay@aol.com. For more
deed followed by actual suicide and
WWW.XAPEX.NE T
FROM $2.49/MINUTE + is 1 YEARS
Queer Science columns, visit
because all suicide attempts by
www. Gay.net.
youths signal a real need for help.)
The final and grossest manipu—
lation of the numbers comes with
Ty
the switch from "one third of all
youth suicides are by Gays" to "one
«t»
/A\
Superior
third of Gay youth kill themselves."
This switch increases the apparent —
INSURANCE
number of Gay youth suicides by —
at least tenfold over the already in—
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flated and unsupported figures pro—
Sensitive to the Needs of the Gay & lesbian Community
vided by Gibson and Remafedi.
Enrica Ramey
Each single suicide by a young
Office: 377—1075
Home: 374—9502
Lesbian or Gay man is an immense
tragedy for the victim and all who
knew him or her. If you doubt that,
read Leroy Aarons‘ book Prayers
for Bobby. And given the extra _
stresses that are often involved in
growing up Gay or Lesbian in our
CRUISE THE HOTTESTPERSONALS
society, it seems reasonable to be—
lieve that the prevalence of suicide
Ppa
is.somewhat higher for Gay than
for non—Gay youth. But anything
gu cao
more than that is guesswork. As
Los Angeles—based counsellor
1—900—125—5429
Terry DeCrescenzo, who has
worked with Gay teens for years,
HOT LIVE MAN—2—MAN SEX
told Frontiers, "We have to stop
using these statistics because they
1—900—725—3539
make us look foolish. Like we
don‘t have legitimate enough
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Reversal Syndrome
Medical researchers looking
into "sex reversal sydrome" are
now at least willing to speculate
that there may be a genetic basis
for that feeling of being "a man
trapped in a woman‘s body."
In sex reversal syndrome, a ge—
netic male (XY) develops physi—
cally as a female (phenotype), the
condition often going unrecognized
until puberty; those with sex rever—
sal sydrome are infertile.
There are also genetic females
who develop male characteristics.
Complete sex reversal is believed
to occur in one of every 5,000 hu—
man births; true hermaphrodites,

with both testes and ovaries, are
considered to be instances of par—
tial sex reversal, possibly occurring
in one of every 1,000 births.
In studies with mice, research—
ers at the University of Pavia in
Italy considered the interaction be—
tween two genes known as Sry (on
the Y chromosome) and DAX 1 (on
the X chromosome). Sry is critical
in the embryonic development of
male characteristics, and the team
concluded that DAX I1 is an "anti—
male" gene responsible for turning
off secondary genes for male traits.
British researcher Robin Lovell—
Badge, working with the Italian

scientists, believes that mutations
leading to a "double dose" of
DAX1 in XY individuals, or to a
failure of the Sry, is the basis of
sex reversal for genetic males who
develop as females. Their study is
published in the distinguished jour—
nal Nature.
While the research itself didn‘t
extend into psychology or behav—
ior, Lovell—Badge thinks it‘s not
unreasonable to speculate that Sry
and DAX1 mutations could also
affect sex—specific behavior and
feelings of being a different sex
than one‘s physical characteristics.
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claims without using pumped—up
statistics."
Why do so many Gays and Les—
bians use statistics to "accentuate
the negative" about our commu—
nity? L can only assume thatit‘s out _
of a well—intentioned desire to
stimulate political action on the
part of Gays and Lesbians, or to —
evoke sympathy on the part of non—
Gays. But is it healthy to tell our
Gay and Lesbian youth that one—
third of them will die by their own
hand?
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Memphls Gay & —
Lesbian
Switchboard _

324-4297
Live 24 Hoursa Day

Operators Nightly 7:30 — 11 p.m.
Computer Voice—Mail Information
at other times _
Information, Counseling, Referral ,
Now celebratmg our 20th year of operation! —
A service of the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Center a non—profit, federally tax—exempt organization

rant or court order. Senior Chief
vas when it Petty Officer Timothy McVeigh
came to at— (not THE McVeigh) was dis—
tire. Gary charged because his confidential
sporteda stylish black suit with and anonymous profile said he —
matching crew neck sweater. The liked young boys
divas however, were resplendent —
in black, sexy evening gowns with.
j Happy to hear... A federal
just the right amount of judge ruled the military violated
decolletage. ~If the songs didn‘t — its policy, effectively bam'ng the
get to you, the dresses did.
Of particular enjoyment was
the closing song of each set. All
four performers shared the stage
and sang vintage Holliday fare.
My personal favorite was Kelly: Dress
—_Hurt‘s sultry performance of
"God Bless The Child." Few
songs so aptly describe the early
days of the blues as well as the ——
student
rise and fall of Miss Holliday. —
._
The program was cleverlyheld
together with biographical narra—
—
tion by 101. Radio‘s smooth talk—
ing Ace Alexander. He was care
ful to remind us that in spite of
her drug abuse, failedrelation— ltV >
chkv
ships and hard times, Lady Day,
Garza Reczek whose
Billie Holiday, wasfirst, last and son, Jerem\ now is enrollecd in

people something constructive
to do!

Happy to hear... But make
sure they leave the Christmas
songs alone. Could "don we
nowour Gay apparel" become
‘"as we ‘wear our festive cloth—
ing?" Forbid! !
8A

StudentsMother.Says
Code Issueis

Coverup _
DENVER (AP) —A
was asked not to return to clothes... Some
Lutheran HighSchool because
he refused to follow the school‘s
dress code, andhis mother says
that is a coverup for discrimi—
~ nation against his homosexual—

would have a
shimmer to it.
‘Theyalso asked him to stop
wearing jewelry, stuff like a
necklace, like a choker," she
said.
She said she doesn‘t condone
her son‘s: lifestyle and, "if he
would allow the: good Lord to
wnrk made him, I believe he
]
l

lhlj ec

‘7

® mom

— Deep Inside

by Romeo San Vicente

Before They
Were Stars

relationship between Damon‘s
character Tom Ripley and his
friend, Dickie Greenleaf (played
by Law, who also played Gay as
a hustler in Midnight in the Gar—
den of Good and Evil. No word
yet on whether this remake will
broach that subject, though
Damon is a confirmed hetero—
sexual. He‘s currently squiring
Winona Ryder after a brief rela—
tionship with Hunting co—star
Minnie Driver.

would last, but a year later the two
seem inseparable, with talk of a
baby. .and—recent comments by
Hechethat she—couldn‘t go on with
life if Ellen ever left her. _
The two will work together for
the first time on the March 4 epi—
sode of Ellen. Heche will appear
as an acquaintance of Ellen
Morgan‘s girlfriend Laurie. They
meet and comfort one another in a
hospital emergency room after
Laurie (played by Lisa Darr) is in—
volved in a car accident.
On the cancellation front, more
sources inside ABC are indicating
that the show will indeed be axed
because of shrinking ratings. If so,
the last Ellen episode would be
sometime in May, following a six—
week hiatus beginning March 11.

"A

Leonardo DiCaprio‘s Titanic—
fueled stardom is increasing the
spotlight on his earlier work, in—
cluding a bold turn as Gay poet
Arthur Rimbaud in 1994‘s Total
Eclipse. Video stores are report—
ing a heavy demand for the other—
Anne Heche
wise ignored feature, which
co—stars British actor David
7
Thewlis (Seven Years in Tibet) as
poet Paul Verlaine. So why isn‘t
Hell Bent for
there a demand as well for old
Leather
Growing Pains reruns, where
Brat Packer
First—Ever Vice Versa
DiCaprio began his career as a
That‘s the name of a heavy
Goes Dyke
homeless kid?
metal classic written by former Ju—
Awards Honor Gay Press
Ally Sheedy, who rose to fame
das Priest lead singer Rob Halford,
It has much to do with expo—
who came out of the closet this:
sure. DiCaprio appears totally — in The Breakfast Club and St.
From over 450
of the first—ever Vice
Elmo‘s. Fire, is winning acclaim for
week in the midst of promoting his
nude in the film (though nothing
Versa
Awards
for
excellent
in
the
gay
and
lesbian press were
her
turn
as
a
Lesbian
in
High
Art,
new
group,
Duo,
and
album.
titanic to report) and engages in a
announced by the contest‘s coordinators, Q Syndicate.
which
won
scribeLisa
Cholodenko
Though
the
more
intuitive
steamy lovemaking session with
Notable among the 21 winners was Kyle Young‘s "The Ex—
the Waldo Salt Screenwriting
among us might not be too sur—
Thewlis.
;
Files:
A formerfollower sheds light on ex—gay ministries," from
Award at this year‘s Sundance Film
prised about this revelation from a
Must be interesting to see those
Outsmart Magazine in Houston, which received the Randy Shilts
Festival.
a
man
who
spent
most
of
his
time
vid store clashes between balding
Award for Outstanding Achievement, the highest honor.
Sheedy plays a once—renowned
extolling the virtues of leather and
chicken hawks and retainer—clad
In addition, the San Francisco Bay Times won honors in eleven
photographer who falls in love with
chains,
Halford
says
he
relied
on
teenage girls vying for the last
categories,
the largest number of awards in Division A (weekly
a neighbor while her girlfriend de—
innuendo and metaphor to reveal
copy of Eclipse.
and biweekly publications), while in Division B (monthlies and
scends into heroin addiction. High
his
true
self
in
lyrics.
Homophobia
Meanwhile, DiCaprio‘s publi—
quarterlies), the Baltimore Alternative won seven awards.
Art has been picked up by October in the music industry kept him from
cist has denied a published report
Films for release.
coming
out
earlier,
he
says.
that the actor and some of his
Halford is emerging from the
friends were kicked out of a Mi—
closet with guns blazing, getting
ami bar because of lewd behav—
Valley of the
famed Gay porn director Chi Chi
ior, specifically, some dirty
LaRue to lens Duo‘s first video.
dancing between two of the men
Icons
in the party (no word on whether
Bette Midler is all but set to play
one of the duo was Leo). Interest—
Valley of the Dolls author
Pucker Up!
ingly, the denial claimed only that
Jacqueline Susann in a film adap—
Openly Gay Rupert Everett,
Romeo‘s group was never kicked
tation of a New Yorker article.
who played Julia Roberts‘s queer
out of the bar. No mention of the
While that news in itself would be
editor in My Best Friend‘s Wedding
"forbidden dance."
enough to attract a slew of queers
is in talks to star alongside Kevin
On a more "wholesome" front,
to the theater, word is Nathan Lane
Kline and Michelle Pfeiffer in Fox
people are also taking a closer is being wooed to star opposite
Searchlight‘s
remake
of
look at Good Will Hunting stud
Midler as Susann‘s husband—man—
Shakespeare‘s A Midsummer
ager Irving Mansfield. And if any
Matt Damon‘s film bio, which in—
Night‘s Dream. No word on what
other enticement is necessary, In
cludes a turn as a bigoted prep
part he‘ll play, but methinks he‘d
schooler in School Ties. But for and Out and Jeffrey scribe Paul
be a good fit as Oberon, King of
Rudnick is slated to write the film,
much the same reason Total
the Fairies.
tentatively called Isn‘t She Great?
Eclipse is a second—time—around
The movie is coming together
hit, the earnest Ties is seeing in—
creased business because of quickly, with a director (Andrew
The Silver Fox
Bergman of Striptease shame and
Damon‘s shower scene, more par—
Elizabeth Taylor is pondering a
The Freshman acclaim) already
ticularly an exiended bit in which
return to film with legendary direc—
committed.
Michael
Korda‘s
ar—
the blond reveals everything but
tor Arthur Penn (Bonnie and
ticle focused on his reminiscences
the plumbing in a sequence he
Clyde), who wants to adapt
of editing Susann‘s second novel,
shares with Chris O‘Donnell and
Friedrich
Derrenmatt‘s 1958 play
The Love Machine. The film ver—
Brendan Fraser (who shows a little
The Visit. Health problems have
sion is expected to centerpiece
skin as well).
limited La Liz‘s work; she last ap—
Susann‘s marriage to her svengali,
Damon has just signed to star
peared on screen as Wilma
Irving Mansfield, who crafted his
in The Talented Mr. Ripley along—
Flintstone‘s mother in The
wife‘s flashy persona, one that
side Gwyneth Paltrow and Jude
Flintstones.
helped revolutionize the way au—
Law (who will be seen later this
thors promoted their work.
year as Oscar Wilde‘s lover in a
Romeo San Vicente, who re—
film bio of the legendary Gay wit).
cently admitted under oath to
The film is based on the Patricia
sleeping with the neighbor of
True Love
Highsmith novel that was turned
Monica Lewinsky‘s third cousin,
The skeptics had a field day
into a French movie, Purple Noon,
can be reached care of this publi—
when Ellen DeGeneres and her
36 years ago.
cation or at RSVicente@aol.com.
ambiguous galpal Anne Heche hit
That version ignored the
For more Deep Inside Hollywood,
the talk show circuit last spring. —
book‘s bisexual overtones in the
visit www. Gay.net.
Few thought their relationship
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Lesbian Who Took On Army Gearing
LANGLEY, Wash. (AP) —
Retired Army Col.. Margarethe
Cammermeyer‘s Vietnam War
record, straightforward style and
centrist politics are perfect for vot—
ers in Washington‘s 2nd Congres—
sional District, Democratic Party
veterans say.
The question is whether she can
get them to see her as a moderate
Democrat, rather than as a Lesbian
who took on the Pentagon and won
the right to stay in the Washington
National Guard despite the military
policy of discharging homosexuals.
Cammermeyer — who filed last
fall as a candidate seeking to un—
seat incumbent Republican Rep.
Jack Metcalf — touched base with
former U.S. Rep. Al Swift about
her prospects.
"I told her, ‘You‘re not going
to run into people in the audience
screaming embarrassing things at
you. That‘s not going to happen.
They‘re just going to go out and
vote for somebody else,"" Swift
said. —

Democrats tend to consider
Metcalf‘s presence in Congress a
short—term phenomenon that will
resolve itself when he retires in
2000. So some likely challengers
are sitting out this election, creat—
ing an opportunity for this high—
profile political novice.
Cammermeyer knows she has
her work cut out for her.
"People have to make decisions:
about whether they trust me," she
said.
;
"It was honesty" — admitting
to the military that she was a Les—
bian — "that got me into trouble
in the beginning. It was integrity
and a willingness to fight that made
me succeed (in court) after eight
years. _
‘"Everything I did as a soldier,
I‘ll do the same fighting for our
community in Congress."
Cammermeyer‘s effort to shift
voter attention is based in a small
ground—floor office on Whidbey
Island, not far from her home,
where she and two volunteers

spend hours calling potential sup—
porters. She hopes to raise and
spend $1.5 million on her cam—
paign.
The effort so far is low—key,
which is just what campaign man—
ager Monica Moe has in mind. The
big push will begin in mid—March,
when Cammermeyer plans to an—
nounce her official entry into the
race.
But her candidacy already has
detractors.
In November, after Cammer—
meyer filed for the race, a Sedro—
Woolley woman wrote the Skagit
Valley Herald, promising all the
negative publicity Cammermeyer
could handle.
;
"We have all heard of strange
bedfellows, but we do not intend
to get in bed with such characters
at the voting booth," the letter said.
It won‘t be the first tough chal—
lenge for Cammermeyer, a 55—
year—old retired Army nurse
awarded the Bronze Star in Viet—
nam.
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And it won‘t be—her—first experi—
ence in the limelight. Her struggle
to stay in the military was made
into a television movie starring
Glenn Close.
She and her staff plan to tackle
the issue straight—on, with
Cammermeyer reaching out to vot—
ers with her moderate Democratic
message.
"If people in this district are
Democrats, it‘s because they‘re
hard—working people who come
from a working background and
not because they‘re carrying the
flag for the party‘s social agenda,"
Moe said.
"Grethe knows she has to get to
the point where people know her
politics and know they‘re voting
for a Lesbian, and are comfortable
with that and with recommending
her to their friends."
If such a thing is possible in this
district stretching from Mukilteo to
the Canadian border, Cammer—
meyer may be the candidate who
can do it.
"Why is it that my sexual ori—
entation should overshadow my
profession and my work as a citi—
zen?" asks the divorced mother of
four.
"I understand there is a preoc—
cupation with sexuality in this
country. Being Gay is just one as—
pect of that. The issue is how we
get beyond that," she said.
"Now, why am I running for
Congress?"
The Clinton administration‘s
1994 health—care—reform proposal
scared people, she concedes, but
providing basic care to the unin—
sured remains an issue..
"For the 55 million people in
America who don‘t have coverage

and need medical care, who pays
for that?" she asked. "It‘s paid for
through your coverage and mine.
None of us really have affordable
coverage until everyone has cov—
erage."
__ She also has strong feelings
about welfare reform and the mini—
mum wage.
"Look, we shouldn‘t have a
welfare state where one group of
people takes care of another group
that is physically able to work," she
said.
"But we set up a no—win situa—
tion. We tell people to go out and
get a job and be independent, but
we‘re going to keep you in poverty
because we won‘t support you with
education, job training, health care
or a minimum wage people can live
on."
Cammermeyer already faces
one opponent in the Democratic
primary: Fran Einterz, 44, a semi—
retired, longtime social—service
provider from Coupeville.
But her focus is Metcalf and the
GOP—controlled Congress.
State Rep. Jeff Morris, who ran
Swift‘s last two re—election cam—
paigns, estimates that 60 percent of
the voters are split evenly between
the Democratic and Republican
parties.
The other 40 percent are simply
looking for "moderate, effective
people in their comfort zone," he
said.
Metcalf won re—election by a
single percentage point in 1996.
His chief of staff, Chris Strow, said
the campaign underestimated how.
balanced the district‘s politics are.
"We‘re not going to make that
mistake again," Strow said.
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Up For U.S.

(Exit 82—B off I—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)
"Jackson‘s Only Friendly‘ Bar"
Open 7 days a week @ 5 pm (7 pm — Sat.)
(Security)
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BLACK ENCOUNTER This sexy, Black
male, neither top nor bottom, but ve
versatile, seeks to meet other Black men
forstimulating and positive, Black
encounters. I‘l travel within a 20 mile
radius of Little Rock for a promising
prospect. (Little Rock]) #12914
SAY NO MCRE I‘m looking for a
young, hung man, for sex and love.
Give me a call so we can meat.
#13442
WHERE IS THE LOVE? | quess I‘ve
been looking for love in all the wrong
laces because I haven‘t been able to

End it! This attractive, 38 year old,
White male, hopes you‘ll call soon.
#13479
THE SECRET GARDEN Youthfully
handsome, fit, 51 year old, White male,
vegetarian, 59, 125lbs, with waist
length, Silver hair, seeks a clean,
honest, tall, slender, Transvestite,
Transsexual, # feminine Gay male, for
companionship. | love gardening and
other laid bccl: pleasures. #12232

A CUP OF HOT CHOCOLATE I‘m a
good looking, 31 year old, Gay, White
male, 59, 1 49lbs, with Brown {1le and
eyes. I enjoy country
music and
ancing, movies, meeting new friends,
fishing, and curling up, in front of the
fire, with a good murder mystery. I‘m
interested in meeting someone special to
share with. I‘m in central Arkansas.
#212356

DREAM ABOUT YOU Nice looking,
22 year old, White male, 57, 1 40lbs,
with dark, Blond hair and Hazel eyes,
seeks a tall, dark, handsome, White
male, 20 to 30, with Blond hair and
,
Blue eyes, for a fun filled relationship. |
like long walks, cuddling, and dancing.
[New Albany) =8436
SOULMATE SEARCHING I‘m a 36
year old, Gay, White male, 59, 210lbs,
with light, Brown hair and Blue eyes. I
was just transferred here so I don‘t know
anyone yet. I‘d like to meet other Gay,
White males, for friendship and fun.
Who knows, maybe I‘ll meet my
soulmate? (South Haven) #11540
TUPELO TEMPEST This good looking,
28 year old, White male, 5"9, 1 30lbs, is
ready for some good times with an
attractive, fit, White male, top, who likes

givinﬂ and receiving oral pleasure.
{fupelo) 29329

MISSISSIPPI MUSIC LOVER This good
natured, fun loving, White male, seeks
someone, 18 to 25, who‘s interested in
music and other good times. (Tupelo)
211937

MANLY IN MEMPHIS This rugged,
White male, new to Memphis (mg the
Gay “huge, 40, with Brown hair and
eyes, seeks another masculine, outdoorsy
guy, 35 to 50, who‘s financially secure
and interested in manly pursuits like
camping and fishing. (Memphis)
211988

SWEET AND SMOOTH This very
feminine, smiooth, Biracial, submissive
bottom, 18, 5‘5, 120lbs, with long, wavy,
Brown hair, loves intimate phone
conversations with masculine men, of all
flavors. You can be Black, White, Asian, or
Native American, as long as you‘re a man.
I have a lot of good qualities to share.
212328

SAFE BUT SEXY This well hung, 50—ish,
White male, 511, 185lbs, seeks
someone, 30 to 40, for some hot, safe
sex. (Memphis) #12028
JUST YOU AND ME Healthy,
professional, smoke and drug free, Gay,

MISSISSIPPI BURNING This masculine,
young, White male, is just looking for guys
to hook up with. #8702
MISSISSIPPI MOUTH I‘m a young
horny guy, who wants to meet men who
like to orally serviced. Call me soon.
28398

LAID BACK BUD Honest, caring,
rsy, masculine,
Gay, White male,
32, 61, 180lbs, with Red hair, Blue eyes,
a mustache and trimmed beard, seeks a
similarly down to earth, stable guy for a
relationship. I enjoy camping, canoeing,
most types of music, dancing, and muc
more. | work in Nashville. (Clarksville)
#7231
AGAIN AND AGAIN Handsome, 53
year old,
Gay, White male, 6ft, 160lbs,
with Salt and Pepper hair, a mustache, and
cleft chin, seeks another fun loving guy for
good times. I‘m definitely a bottom so it‘d
elp if youlike to take charge. I enjoy the
outdoors, gardening, movies, reading,
music, and quiet nights at home. (Fayette
County) #2376

f

A CRY FOR Bi GUYS its hard to find
Bi, Black, and Hispanic guys, in this area.
I‘m a very attractive,
educated, Black
male, 25, 6ft, 230lbs, with a husky build.
Let‘s hook up and see what happens.
(Germantown) #9160
OUT OF THE COUNTRY This small,
slender, country boy, 20, 55, 11 Sibs, with
long, Blond hair, Brown eyes, and a milky,
White complexion, seeks a Single, White
male, who can take me out of this small
town and show me a real
time. | like
drawing, art, and the
rs.
{Henderson) #13144
LOW KEY GUY Low key, professional,
White male, 39, 6‘1, 190lbs, with average
looksi is nc'plI put, so Wm r The to meet

people. I‘d like to
er wi
someone for friendship and good times. |
love traveling. (Henderson) 26106
SHOPPING SPREE This attractive, fun
loving, Black male, 24,
5‘9, with a short,
low haircut, and
Brown eyes,
likes meetiing
new

Charge It!

1—800—716—2868
1.99/Min. Must Be 18+

people,

readingfimd
shopping. I
want to make
some interesting
new friends.
(Humboldt)
#9405

White male, 53, 56, 145lbs, with Grey
hair and Brown eyes, is home oriented,
neat, nurturing, and affectionate. I‘m
interested in politics, travel, the arts,
reading, anﬁore. I‘d like to meet a
retired, or professionally mobile, Gay,
White male, of any age, for a strictly
monogamous relationship. (Memphis)
212364
RECEIVING LINE Nice looking, Black
male, 25, with a medium build, seeks a
tall, Black male, over 6ft, who loves to

give, in every way, because I love to be on
e receiving end. {Jackson) #12177
CELEBRATE EVERY DAY !I‘m interested
in someone, 27 to 45, who‘s tall, dark,
and who enjoyslife. It wouldn‘t hurt if you
were also handsome, but I won‘t hold you
to that. (Jackson) #12718
WARM EMBRACE Handsome, 29 year
old, White male, 59, 135lbs, with Blond
hair and Blue eyes, seeks a White male,
18 to 28, who‘s trustworthy, honest, and
wants to be friends or more. I enjoy dining
out, outdoor activities, and cuddling in
front of the tv. {Jackson) #11609
ROUND THE WORLD Young, aftractive
Asian, is a world traveler. I‘m a sexy,
friendly, ﬂood-looking, 26 year old, 511,

170lbs, Black hair, dark eyes, and dark,
hairy skin. I‘ll be traveling to Brazil soon,
want to come? If you‘re a good—looking
man, 18 to 30, with an attractive body,
you could be my travel companion. White
skin a plus. (Jackson) #5485
SPECIAL BULLETIN This nice looking,
18 year old, White male, 6, 200lbs, with
Blond hair and Blue eyes hopes to find a
long term relationship with an honest guy
who likes to have fun. I enjoy spending
time outdoors, dancing at the clubs, and
sharing special times with the people I
care about. (Jackson) 23985
WAY TO TREAT A LADY Handsome,
well hung, Black male, 6ft, 21 5lbs, seeks
Transvestites who love to dress up in
women‘s clothes. Call me and get with a
real man. (Memphis) #13129
GOTTA FIND OUT This curious, White
male, 37, 58, 170lbs, would like to meet
a Gay couple for a new experience.
(Memphis) #11914
WE ARE BEAUTY This beautiful, Gay,
Black male, seeks another beautiful, Gay
male, White or Black person, who is 24 to
34, 511 to 6‘4, open minded, masculine,
and a top. (Mempl'lles) #11361

FACIAL HAIR FETISH Very masculine,
32 year old, White male, 57, 150lbs,
with sandy, Blond hair, a mustache, and
a smooth, cut chest, seeks tops with facial
hair, who are under 6ft tall, and weigh
less than 200lbs. I‘m not into the Ga
lifestyle but am very comfortable with,
myself. I enjoy trucks, stereos, movies,
eating out, and much more. (Memphis)
#11719
INCREDIBLE SHRINKING MAN Hot
booted cowboy, 6‘5, 21 5lbs, with a short
crewcut, trimmed mustache and beard,
and a well built, hairy body, is into:
unusual fantasies. Lately, I‘ve been
thinking about finding a well built man
and pretending I‘m 3 inches tall so I can
easily explore every inch of him. I wear
size 1 2D boots. (Memphis) #11111
A NATURAL FIT African American
bottom, in my early 30‘s, seeks a
masculine, African American top, 25 to
40, who‘s fun loving, trustworthy, and
willing to be friends before we get too
serious. You should be discreet and a non
drug user. (Memphis) #10975
THE TAN MAN This discreet, safe,
good looking, 20 year old, White male,
5‘11, 168lbs, with Brown hair, Brown
eyes, and a great tan, seeks a similar guy,
who doesn‘t smoke, for good times an
stuff. (Memphis) #10272
HOPELESSLY DEVOTED This Gay,
White, Transvestite, 42, 511, 160lbs, is
looking for a man who needs a full time
girlfriend. I‘m very feminine, a great cook
and housekeeper, pass easily, and love to
take care of my man, in every way,
especially in ways other women wouldn‘t
even consider. I take pride in being a
woman and can‘t wait to cater to your
every whim. (Memphis) 26232
SEXY CEO TYPE? This Single, Black
male, seeks a strong,
looking, well
built, extremely masculine, professional,
Black male, who‘s intelligent, discreet,
aggressive, and able to travel. I prefer
tall, bald headed guys, 30 to 45, who
weigh less than 185lbs. Please only
respond if you‘re able to travel because |
live in Cleveland. (Memphis) #31937

THEY LOVE ME AT THE GYM This
very handsome, broad shouldered,
popular, 30 year old, White male, 510,
165lbs, with long, Blond hair, Blue eyes,
smooth skin, and a great build, seeks
similar, muscular, athletic, Blond males,
with big, ticklish feet. (Memphis) #9848
BIG RIG This masculine, good looking,
White male, 49, 6ft, with Salt and Pepper
hair, has over 9 inches and is seeking
similar men with similar equipment.
{Memphis) #29510

BEST FOOT FORWARD I‘m interested
in meeting a gtgewho shares m
fascination for fe t and socks. I love ‘em.
This attractive,
Gay, White male, 5‘9,
155lbs, with Blond hair and Blue eyes, is
most attracted to guys around my size,
between 25 and 45. A relationship is
possible with the right guy. (Memphis)
29292
HORNY FOR HAIRY I‘m a
looking, horny, 40 year old, White male,
‘10, with Blond hair, Blue eyes, a beard,
cad obmocierolely, hairy
. I‘m into —
other
big, hai ‘....s. (Memphis)
(Memphis
s
EXTRA ORDINARY I‘m a healthy,
looking, African American male,
31, 62, 215lbs, seeks a loving,
compassionate guy, 24 to 36, with a love
of life and
sense of humor. I like
being outdoors, going out to eat, and a
little romance. Let‘s go for something a
little out of the ordinary. (Memphis}
©8411
INDEPENDENT SPIRIT This nice,
honest, sincere, Gay male, 26, 6ft,
145lbs, seeks someone to become friends,
and possibly more with. I‘m independent,
well rounded, down to earth, and open to
trying new things. I like movies, going out
to eat, relaxing at home, and socializing.
(Memphis) #8746
BEAUTIFUL FRIENDSHIP | need a
young, Gay, White male, 24 to 30. This
23 year old, White male, 511, 190lbs,
clean shaven, with Blond hair and Blue
eyes, likes movies, camping, hiking, and
live music. I hope you have a sense of
humor and are relationship minded.
(Memphis) #8585
PRIVATE SHOW I‘m a professional,
Gay, White male, Transvestite, in my
early 40‘s, 57, 135lbs, with a smooth,
toned, sculpted, swimmer‘s build. I‘d like
to meet other clean cut, professional, Gay,
White males and Transvestites, for fun. I
enjoy cultural events, dinners, and going
to the show clubs. (Memphis) #8546
PROFESSORIAL PAL Athletic college
professor, 53, 56, 155lbs, into
snowskiing, ice skating, rollerblading,
hiking, classical music, vegetarian food,
swimming, theater, open and honest
conversation, cuddling, long term
relationships, and maiing iends, seeks a
Gay, White male, 25 to 40, who‘s
healthy, responsible, and able to share his
feelings, for friendship or more.
(Memphis) ©8351
NEED A PHYSICAL? This medical
student in Memphis wants to make some
friends. (Memphis) #7041
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STUD SEARCH This good looking, 25
year old,
Gay, Black male, wants to meet
someone in the area. (Memphis)
#8159
THE KING OF KINK I‘m a Bi, White
male who gets kinky. Very kinky. I wanna
talk to other Bi guys wholike things a little
unusual. (Memélris) #27934

WILD IMAGINATION I‘m a very well
built guy with a wild imagination and I‘d
like to meet some guys to have fun with.
This 30 year old, Gay, White male, 6‘3,
204lbs, with Black hair, Green eyes, and
a trimmed beard and mustache, is looking
forward to meeting you. (Memphis)
#7743
TANGO IN THE BIBLE BELT | love
women and children but I have another
side to me too. This nice looking, Single,
White male, wants to make friends with a
guy I can be myself with. I‘d like to do
some fun, interesting, exotic things.
(Memphis) n77og
SERVICE STOP I‘m an attractive, 35
year old, White male, 6‘1, with dark hair
and eyes, a clean shaven face, and a little
chubby around the waist. I‘m interested in
meeting in shape guys who need
servicing. Younger guys a plus. (Memphis)
27523
A LOT IN COMMON I‘m a White male
in my early thirties looking for other White
males in their early thirties. Let‘s talk.
(Memphis) #7648
PARAMOUNT PICTURE This hot,
southern stud, 45, 6‘2, 190lbs, with light,
Brown hair, Green eyes, a mustache,
hairy body, and large endowment, wants
.to settle down with a handsome, hard
working, fit, financially secure guy, 25 to
45, who enjoys movies, the beach, the
outdoors, and traveling. Your emotional
security is paramount. | look forward to
cuddling together in the evenings.
(Memphis) #7093

FRIENDS OR FOREVER Professional,
attractive, Gay, Black male, 25, 61, with
a medium build, Brown skin, and Brown
eyes, seeks friends to talk to and have
fun with. I prefer other masculine, Gay,
Black males, 18 to 40, who are good
conversationalists. More can happenif
we both wantit to. (Memphis) #6309
MR. SNIFFIT I‘m looking for a butch,
uncut, White man. If your nicknameis
Mr. Skin, Mr. Smelly, Mr. Doorknob, Mr.
Beercan, or Mr. Cheese, this butch,
booted, hairy bear, 48 years old, 61,
220lbs, needs it bad. (Memphis)
249991

MR. AMERICA I‘m 35 years old, 6ft
tall, 235lbs, buzz haircut, Brown eyes
with a 49 inch chest, 18 inch arms, and
36 inch waist. I‘m very masculine and
very muscular. (Memphis) © #5002
TRAPPED IN A SMALL CITY I‘m
seeking a mature, sexy, open minded
indivitﬁml, who likes to dine out, travel,
and enjoy music and quiet times at
home. I‘m a unique individual, 29 years
old, quite educated, financially
independent, and I‘m 5‘11, 180lbs.
(Memphis) #5050
FOOT PATROL I‘m looking for a sexy

Euy with big hands and bigsleel. This
airy, horny, 35 year old, Gay, Black
male, 510, 180lbs, with Black hair and
Brown eyes, likes ‘em big. (Memphis)
©2293
SUBMISSIVE SISSY This sexy,
Transvestite, a sissy all m lifefloves

A LOT TO HANDLE |‘d like to hook up
with a mature guy, under 45, who‘s hung,
big and thick. I‘m a good looking, White
male, 6f, 190lbs, with Brown hair, Blue
eyes, a worked out body, and hairy chest.
I‘m versatile and I work nights. I enjoy
traveling and going to concerts.
(Memphis) #6738

RIDE OF YOUR LIFE If you‘re looking
for a good time, this hot looking, Black
male, wants you to come party with me.
I‘ll give you the ride of your life.
(Memphis) #4440

THE CLOWN IN SPAWN I‘m an
attractive, 37 year old, Puerto Rican male,
53, 115lbs. I love to dress up as a
woman and !‘m very outgoing. {(Memphis}
26206

ALL IN A LIFETIME Fit, good
looking, 28 year old, White male,
seeks another attractive, White male,
23 to 32, who enjoys movies, biking,
outdoor sports, <1an ending long

BLACK DISCRETION 25 year old,
Black male desires to meet a discreet,
Black male, between 20 and 25. Sound
like you? (Memphis) #5687

servicing men. | give the best oral service
you‘ll ever find. I also love to take it like
a man, if you know what I mean. I just
love men. If you need that big thin
taken care of, you know who to call.
(Memphis) #2382

PORN PARTY Hot, muscular, very good
looking, White male, in my late 30‘s,
wants to hook up with other sexy men to
watch porn, party, and have a great time.
{Memphis) ©6329

MANLY URGE This good looking,
38 year old, Gay, White male seeks
non—committal, hot sex with young
guys. (Nashville) #12458 —

MALE MINDED Nice looking, rugged,
Bi, White male, in my mid 30‘s, seeEs
young, White males and couples, for hot
times. (Memphis) #6032

UNDER MY SKIN This good looking,
30 year old, Gay, White male, 59,
175lbs, with a couple of body piercings
and a hairy chest, seeks guys who are
uncut, like me, for hot play sessions. Be
around my age. [Memphis) #2805

ARTS AND SMARTS This older Gay,
White male, 6K, 170lbs, with artistic and
intellectual interests, in addition to sexual
ones, seeks a congenial, Gay friend,
preferably feminine. (Memphis) #6758

JAZZ BOTTOM This jazz lovin‘, big
guy, 65, 200lbs, with a beard,
mustache, and bald spot, looks like a
top but prefers being a bottom. | love
to listen to and play jazz. I‘m a city
boy into books and science fiction
films, but not tv. I like masculine, well
endowed, hairy guys, 30 to 50. 1
smoke and drink, mostly coffee.
(Nashville) #13385

INDEPENDENT SPIRIT This attractive,
Gay, Black male, 6ft, wants to meet a
similar guy to spend quiet times, and fun
times, with. | enjoy tolling on the phone

and doing lots of things together. You
should be serious minded, independent,
and know where you‘re going in life.
(Memphis) #4409
SWEET TOOTH SEEKS SUGAR
DADDY This 23 year old, Gay, White
male, with a supersized sweet tooth
seeks a supersized sugar daddy, to
satisfy it. No penny candy. I‘m shopping
for bulk quantity. Only fine confections
wanted. Sour bails need not apply. I‘m
slender, good looking, well endowed,
and have dark hair and eyes. (Memphis)
#4265

THE HAIR BARE ?UNCH Gmd
y
looking,
masculine, Gay,
White male,
potion. 40,611 195ibs, wih chon Brown
hair, Hazel eyes, and a hairy body,likes
one on one, and group, sex with other
rugged, hairy, wgl endowed men, of any

age. I like porno videos; shooting pool,
cooking, barbecuing, and relaxing by the
I or hot tub. I‘ll lick you head to toe.
Wamphis) #2370
s
MOVIES AND MATES Good looking,
middle aged, Gay, White male, 511,
185lbs, seeks friendship with a similar guy
who likes movies, going out to eat, an
quiet evenings at home. (Memphis)
23918
THE TIME HAS COME !‘m ready to
meet someone outgoing, attractive, fun
loving, and relationship minded. Is it you?
(Memphis) ©3635
DONT LEAVE ME AT HOME | don‘t
like to stay home so I‘d like to make a new
friend who‘ll be my workout partner and
engage in many other activities with me.
I‘m a nice looking, 22 year old, White
male, in good shape, with Blond hair, Blue
eyes, and a
tan. My interests include
bike riding, hiking, the beach, movies,
music, clubs, basebaill, and swimming. I
love to try new things. (Memphis}
#3629
BODILY BLESSED Masculine, sexy, 48
ear old, White male, built and hung to
lost, seeks other horny men for hot times.
(Memphis) ©3662
ALL PLAY AND NO WORK I‘m just
looking for some hot guys to play with. I‘m
a very muscular, White male, 62, with
Brown hair and Hazel eyes. (Memphis)
#3673
MAKE DADDY PROUD Doddy wants
to meet a nice guy to share some good
times with. You should be a fine, young,
man who is honest, trustworthy,
compassionate, healthy, and drug free.
(Memphis) #3442
POSITIVE RESULTS YOU: Young,
attractive, deep, together, non-smoiing,
HIV positive. ME: Patiently waiting! °
{Nashville} #12817

nights together. (Nashville)
#11610
POSSIBLE LIFE SENTENCE Single,
Gay, White male, 20, into all sorts of
amusing activities, seeks other Single,
Gay, White males, 18 to 24, for
friendship and a possible relationship,
maybe for life. (Nashville) #10260
READY TO ROPE ‘EM | just moved
here from Boston and am ready to
meet some good ol‘ cowboys. This
attractive, White male, 57, 170lbs,
loves good times, going out, sports,
and good food. I‘m ready to see it all,
so wa don‘t you show me the sights?
(Nashville) #10808
COME TO PAPA If you‘re over 18
and in search of the dad you never
had, give me a call. I‘m a warm,
caring, affectionate daddy who can
give you the understanding and
consideration you deserve. (Nashville)
#10472
CIRCLE OF FRIENDS 1‘d like to
meet some guys to have fun with. I‘m
a good looking, 19 year old, African
American male, 56, 178lbs. I love
men of all colors, so your race isn‘t
an issue. (Nashville) #9896
DEAD HEAD BEAR This 31 year
old, White Bear, loves the music of
the Grateful Dead. I‘m also into
cooking and more. | want to meet a
bear cub, for friendship or more. | just
moved here a few months ago.
(Nashville) #9849
NASHVILLE NEED This attractive,
29 year old, Gay, White male, 6‘2,
175lbs, with Brown hair and Blue
eyes, seeks other masculine, good
looking guys, 21 to 39, for fun, hot
times, or more. (Nashville) #9524
PUMPING BLOOD Muscular, well
built, construction workers get my
blood pumping. I want to worship
yourbody anytime, anyplace. This
good looking, 33 year old, White
male, can‘t get enough hot action.
Well hung a big plus. I also love
phone sex. (Nashville) #6630
DEVELOPING CRUSH Buffed, good
looking, Blond haired, Blue eyed,
White male, 19, seeks a friend to
hang out with. Maybe more will
develop. (Nashville) #4970

PARIS PAL I‘m looking for someone to
go out with. I like shooting pool, dancing,
_ camping, fishing, watching movies,
traveling, and more. I‘m a good
looking,
hairy, White male, 511, 148lbs, with
dark, Brown hair, a mustache and
trimmed beard, and a deep tan. (Paris}
29961
3
GAY PAREE I‘m looking for a
relationship with a nice guy
in the area.
I‘m a good
looking, smooth bodied,
White male, 31, 510, 170lbs, with dirty,
Blond hair and Hazel eyes. Let‘s meet
and see if magic occurs. (Paris) #6769

LONGING TO SHARE Good looking,
25 year old, Black male, 55, 162ibs,
with Black hair and Brown eyes, seeks
someone for friendship or more. M
hobbies include spending time outdoors,
dancing, clubbing, shopping, cooking,
and sharing. (Trenton) #9076 .
GROUP WITH GUSTO I‘m a fun
loving, in shape, Bi, White male, 6‘2,

lBOIEs, with Brown hair, Brown eyes,
and average features. I‘d like to meet two
or three other Bi, White males for
regular, weekly encounters. (Union City)
©8845
LET‘S DO A WAVE Sports loving,
White male, 31, 62, 18Olbs,.with Brown
hair and eyes, seeks a masculine,
looking guy, 22 to 32, wholikes sports,
ancing, and general good times. | love
watching college basketball and football
on tv. Let‘s will on a long term

relationship, or at least a friendship.
(Union City) #7541
COUNTRY COMPANION Nice
looking, White male, 5°7, 170lbs, with
dark hair and eyes, living in the country,
40 miles west of Nashville, loves dancing,
movies, eating out, and quiet times at
home. If you‘d like to get to know me,
leave me a message. #11592
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CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercialads FREE. Limit of30 words
(including address Or phone number)
and a $2.00 charge for the use of our
P.O. Box. Please specify if you want to
use our P.O. Box. Commercial ads are
charged at the rate of 20¢ per word,
$3.00 minimum. Phone numbers and
zip codes are free. Deadline for ads is
the 15th of each month. Send to Tri—
angle Journal News, Box 11485 Mem—
phis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds must
be submitted in writing and must in—
clude your name and a telephone num—
ber where you can be reached to verify
the ad. If you would like a copy of the
issue youradappears in, please send
$1.00 to cover postage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TJNan—
nouncements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announce—
ments and classifieds must be re—sub—
mitted each month, in writing, by the
15th of the month.
SISTERPAIRS NEEDED FORSTUDY
OF ADULT SISTERS. University pro—
fessor is looking for volunteers to com—
plete a survey about how the lives of
adult sisters are similar or different. To
participate, please contact: Esther
Rothblum, Box267, John Dewey Hall,
University of Vermont, Burlington, VT
05405, tel. 802—656—4256 and request
either two surveys (one for you andthe
other for one sister) or else give both
addresses and you and your sisiter will

receive identical surveys.

censored Bulletin Board and get my
FREE PIX, 1—818—837—1859, Ext. 8742,
Bro & BrEAKFAST
or 1—800—MEN—COCK.
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres
of privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclu—
PrERrsonaLs
sive resort for men & women. Hot tub.
62", 200, HWP bodybuilder, n/s, n/d,
Country club privileges. Greenwood
seeking Tranny Wife willing to relocate.
Hollow Ridge, Rt 4, Box 155, Eureka
Looking for home—body—type, non—ca—
Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—5283.
reer. Must be passable. Butch, 6957
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breaktfast—Circa
Crystal Springs Drive, Bainbridge Is—
1896. Located on Eureka Springs His—
land, Wash. 98110.
toric District loop close to downtown
Attractive, energetic, GWM, 19, 5°9",
shops & restaurants. Completely reno—
180#, br/br, lives in NW TN. ISO SGWM,
vated for comfort but still maintaining its
attractive and romantic for relationship.
old world charm, elegance & romance. . Write: 900 Vaughn Drive, Apt. B—13,
Picturesque tree—covered
hollow. The Arbour Glen, #7
Lema, Eureka Springs, AR
72632, (501) 253—9010.
Massace Services
YOU DESERVE THE
BEST. California trained,
certified body—worker offer—
ing therapeutic and sports
massage. 1‘/, hours, by ap—
pointment, outcall only. Per—
sonalized gift certificates
available. Craig 10 a.m. —
10 p.m. (901) 278—9768.
Moons
Cigar—smoking biker, Mas—
ter Tony and nationwide
buddies get down—n—dirty
from coast to coast. From
TLC to raunch, all callers
18—plus welcome. Also
record FREE messages 24
hrs. in my nationwide, un—

f

egg”

Buy a Subscription to the Mid—
South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper. For
Yourself or for a friend.

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,

the news.

— discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
~PHONE

STATE ____ ZIP

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

N
Meetings at
Memphis Lambda Center,Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenues|
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
Tuesday
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday
8:00 pm Big Book Study
Friday
10:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion

(Last Sunday ofmonth is birthday night with speaker.)
IntoThursday
The Light 7:00
(Alcoholics
Anonymous — Women)
pm
Discussion
(Open, Smoke Free)
Sunday
12
Noon
Discussion
(Open)
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday ofmonth, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously
Anonymous)
Friday Sober8:00(Alcoholics
pm Discussion
(Open, Smoke Free)
Open
Heart
(Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00
pmpm Discussion
Discussion (Open)
Thursday
5:30
(Open, Smoke
Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday ofthe month, Birthdays
lastTuesday)
Freely
Speaking9:00(Allpm12—Step
Programs)
Thursday
Discussion
(Open)
ACOA
Sunday(Adult Children
6:00 pm ofAlcoholics)
Discussion (Open)

%z¢ were choser A; God
to fe who you are gay,
feslran or heteroserual
Ife capresion o/
your dcmuafg/ £4 a yﬁ‘
[5/0/77- Lod in malady and
building of relationshyps.
J/u‘yﬂf/ £4 a ﬁ/ﬂ/é
o/ gag/d,

ALesfians anit

Hecivr ﬂab/349 mwitRin thre
gnaw/245” Church.

. filly/gt; £3. a ﬂ/ﬂm lo
/,'/u/ community anil
supporl.

onporlunilics ﬁr y/ﬂ/I/fl;
prayer, /f/m¢éf//z arid
anhy/amdﬂyl

fatty/d}; meets every
third Zea/Jay ﬂ/ the
”few/ff al Zia/”44,4
5/7754260/14/ glare/f,
ﬁe/ﬂ/Lfeﬁfl,

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
k
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Tiptonville, TN 38079.
_.
and too good to settle forjust anything.
GAYVON—Gay greeting cards! Men
lam 5°5", very masculine and very hand—
and Women! Sample pack only $5. 901—
some. | just can‘t find the right one for
388—9986.
me. | know they are out there and I keep
Gloryholes Guide! Tennessee‘s Best
looking. I don‘t want any drug—heads,
locations to get or give oral satisfaction!
fats, fems or HIV—positive. I live in Tipton
A PLAIN DISCREET envelope will be
County not far from Memphis. My name
mailed back to you. Send $5.00:
is Dwight. Give me a call at 475—4964—
Metroplex—TJN, Box 451781, Los An—
leave a message. | like men between 25
geles, CA 90045. Please be 18yo plus
& 50.
to order.
Master ISO Slave. Dominant, 35—year—
GWM, 36, 6‘3", 200#, good looking,
old W/M, 165#, nice chest hair. Looking
long hair with hazel—blue eyes. In good
for a young, 18—22ish, submissive,
health, seeking GWM, 21—30, slick, slim
smooth bodied, W/M about 140#, with
and sexy, for roman— _boyish looks and mannerisms. Skinny a
tic lover. Will be wait—
plus. No diseases. Phone: 323—1521—
ing to hear from you.
Mr. Paul.
Call anytime: (601)
MEET GAY COUPLES AND 3—SOMES.
343—5102, MS.
Record, listen and respond to hot per—
I am a GBM looking
sonal ads FREE! 18+ The Confidential
for a top. I am very
Connection®901—529—9800 code: 9019.
clean and good—look—
ORAL IN MEMPHIS. Meet local guys
ing. I am looking for
discreetly on The Confidential Connec—
white males. | want
tion®. Record, listen and respond to hot
to settle down with the
personal ads FREE!!! 18+ 901—529—9800
right one. I am up to
code: 9020.
dating to find the right
SGF, 51, NS, Rubenesque, loyal, hon—
one for me. | am a
est, stable secure; loves animals, coun—
jewel, a gold—yellow
try life, dancing, cooking, reading, films,
metallic element, a
music/guitar; ISO NS woman with simi—
precious person. I
lar VALUES. Write LBP, Box 371, Jack—
gleam so bright I am
son, TN 38302.
a ray of light that
Small Endowed? Prefer guys who are?
floods and overflows
Hundreds nationwide. For Details—
with my love which I
SASE to: SMALL, POB 610294,
want to give to some—
Bayside, NY 11361—0294.
‘
one. I am too precious

Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal News]

For more. im ‘orm alton,
call
gaff/44:91,

%Z¢QM/za/ Church

al 525—6602.

MID
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
printed as a public service, and its listings
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed, but
have not been charged. All phone num—
bers are area code 901 unless otherwise
noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart*: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
# 744—7494,
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
White Station = 683—9649.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432
Summer # 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd =
396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar # 454—1366.
Arizona*: 394 North Watkins # 272—9000.
Autumn Street Pub®: 1349 Autumn =
274—8010.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street = 276—
5522.
Bill‘s*: 1528 Madison # 278—9321.
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
Cactus Cafe: In 501 Club & Crossraods #
274—8655.
Changes*: 2586 Poplar # 327—3175.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 725—8156.
David‘s*: 1474 Madison = 278—4313.
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook = 274—8655.
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut Grove Road
# 458—9955.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—
9839.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—8015.
P& H—Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
9794.
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar = 726—5263.
The Edge*: 1913 Poplar.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Jackson, TN. # 1—901—668—3749.
Western Steak House & Lounge: 1298
Madison # 725—9896.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem*: Feminist Book Store » 930 S.
Cooper # 276—0282.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SER—
VICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
# 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates #
327—6165.
White Glove Services: Home or Office #
388—3781.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
ACT UP/Gay Liberation Movement: #

5|26-7903 Call for meeting place & sched—
ule.
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Memphis Lambda Center = 276—7379.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
Alliance: Leather/levi club » Box 42174,
Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 28 North Claybrook,
Memphis 38104 « Mailing address: Box
«41679, Memphis 38174—1679 = 274—
8321, Dr. Jim Shaw.
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Mem—
phis: Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 #276—
0168, 274—8658.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box
41803, Memphis 38174—1803 = 682—
9928.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League:
3139 Choctaw Ave. # 323—3111.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
Square Dance Club » Meets Thurs., 7pm
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 3956
Blsue Spruce, Lakeland 38002 = 387—
1567.

—
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Crossroads: African American Gay/bi—
1921.
s
sexual/transgendered men‘s motivation/ Tsarus: Leather—Levi—club » Box 41082,
support/social group. # Tony, 757—2039
Memphis 38174—1082.
or Conrad, crpegues @ aol.com.
U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
AIDS Service Organization * 1450 Pop—
c/o Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
lar, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
M 38152 =
278—5825 email:
278—AIDS..
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
Gays Off Cleveland Street (GOCS): So—
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—
cial Group » c/o Sunshine Lounge, 1379
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
Lamar # 272—9843.
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
neilg@utm.edu = 587—7301.
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
study: Wed. 7 pm; 1559 Madison # 726—
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
9443.
# 678—3339. —
«Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues:,
Wings: Social Club » Box 41784, Memphis
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
38174—1784.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Cal—
vary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd #
525—6602.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Mem—
phis Lambda Center #276—7379.
6
gU5A
Jackson Lambda Support Group: %
Memphis Lambda Center # 901
427—1500 for information.
Living Word Christian Church: Wor—
ship Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm,
Wed. 7 pm » 340 N Garland # 276—
0577.
Loving Arms (Support Partners for
HIV+ Mothers & Babies; "hold" =z
babies at the Med): Shelia #,
Tankersley, P.O. Box 3368, Mem—
phis, TN 38173 # 725—6730.
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 #
COM—
335—MAGY for info,
e—mail:
PUTER
M A G Y 97 @ ho tm ail .com;
BULLETIN
website :www.geocities.
BOARDS
com.westhollywood/1772/.
Bear Trappers
BBS: Serv—
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094,
ing Nashville & surrounding area =
Memphis 38111—1094 = 756—2687, e—
(615)360—2837.
mail: fuzthing@ aol.com.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Memphis Center for Reproductive
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union # 726—
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
1284.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
Center (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
38174 # 324—4297.
Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
for 12—step recovery programs « 1488
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples &
Madison = 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
group therapy. # 323—2078 « Sliding fee
1461, or 327—3676.
scale.
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events ®
familycounseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
Box 3713, Memphis 38173 #274—2849
— Chet Overstreet, 274—1217 George
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
chological
Simmons, Kelman
Ettinger, e—mail: safehmcc@aol.com.
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste—
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
316 # 369—6050.
support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
* Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
Mid—South AIDS Mastery Workshop:
767—1066.
Ronnie Gardino # 767—2182 or. e—mail at
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
msaidmstry @ aol.com.
f
Couple Counseling, = 761—9178.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822,
K. A. Moss, MS: Midtown Counseling
Memphis 38174—1822.
A
Service, 1835 Union, Ste. 101 = 726—
National Organization for Women
4586 » Sliding fee scale.
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
Norgheast Mental Health Center: = 382—
0982 # 272—0560.
3880.
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Al—
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578—
coholics): Memphis Lambda Center #
9107.
276—7379 or 454—1414.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbi— Joyce Schimenti, LCSW: Individual &
Group Counseling = 761—9178.
ans & Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031,
J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
Memphis 38187—2031 = 761—1444.
bereavement & sexuality counseling. #
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
578—9107.
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—901—
664—6614 for information, e—mail:
DENTAL SERVICES
burtren@aeneas.com
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 776
PhoenixAA Memphis Lambda Center #
Mt. Moriah # 685—5008.
S
454—1414.
_
FINANCIAL SERVICES
River City Men‘s Chorus: Box 12837,
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account—
Memphis 381182—0837 = 276—3471
~ing; estate planning # 753—1413.
(CharlesFriedman).
¢
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
Safe Harbor MCC: Pastor Greg Bullard,
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 #
2117 Union Ave., ‘Chapel # 458—0501.
458—0152.
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
FLORISTS
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, = 274—5767, 1—
Southern Country Memphis: Country
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Western Dance —Club # 278—9321
Southern Sisters: Support group for FlamingoFlowers & Gifts: 3864 Macon
Road, Suite 2 # 452—0803.
transexual women (male to female) #
Park EastFlorist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
Sweetpeas: 597 South Holmes # 324—
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
2733.
sive Christian Church « Sun. Service
6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, 103
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Berry Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 # (615)
ALL2GRAPHC DESIGN: Logos, letter—
269—3480.
head, ad campaigns, T—shirt design, il—
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
lustration, web pages, billboards. # 272—
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
133
or
e—mail:
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 # 357—
ALL2GRAPHC@aol.com.

O

U

R
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S

Barr Photography: Call 12—7 » Jackie/
Drive = 821—0086.
Nadine # 366—7920.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Ste
0521.
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
Eagle Pest Control: Jacqueline Behles *
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 =
# 743—8945.
278—5002.
Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Veteri—
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print—
narian, Memphis Area = (901) 324—
ing service—resumés, thesis, manu—
3425. For emergency care call = (901)
scripts, etc. # 795—4308.
533—5084.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454— David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & ap—
1411.
pliance repair # 274—7011.
RK Photo: Black & white photography, Gypsy‘s Vintage Fashions and An—
processing & printing services. Full Eolor
tiques: 2018 Court, (In the Mid—Town
post card advertising. Call = 452—2766
Flea Market).
or e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
See—S: Portraits & photography = 327—
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
3760.
Hotel) = 726—5910.
That‘s Certainly Graphics: Resumés, ad Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
campaigns, letterhead, etc. # 761—2980.
meditation classes # 682—0855.
Kings Interior Painting: = 745—3300.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
2853.
AIDS Switchboard: = 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: = 1—800—285— Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
in greeting cards for lovers only « P.O.
7431 (24 hr. help & information for Les— ,
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
bians, Gays, transvestites &
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
transexuals).
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. e 1447
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800—
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: = 324— Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
GAYS » 24—hrs. Live Operators 7:30—
ings » 2228 Central # 725—0049.
11pm.
f
. Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
LINC: = 725—8895.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
evenings or weekends.
Rape Crisis: # 528—2161.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: = 274— Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
house sitting by competent, caring couple
7477.
# 726—6198.
Transvestite—Transexual National
Hotline: = (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis =
Business: 377—1075.
Mon.—Sat.).
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: Catering & party
LEGAL SERVICES
facility rental « Michael Sanders = 948—
The Hoglund Law Firm at Memphis: 165
3998.
Madison, Ste 1813, Memphis 38103 # Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
526—7526 (24 hrs).
:
272—STAR.
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870 The Bolo Bartender: Steve Wesson *
Union Ave # 274—6824.
2001 St. Elmo, Memphis 38127 # 358—
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 100
2089.
*
.
N. Main, Ste 2518 = 526—0809.
The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N. TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law: Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
5118 Park , Ste 232, = 684—1332.
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
Jason 0. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
2170.
806, # 728—4000.
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
LODGING
ing Salon » 3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
French QuarterSuites: 2144 Madison #
3047 or 365—9716.
523—8912
Sais —Vantek:Internet Services » Box 111324,
__ Memphis 38111—1324 = 324—4999, e—
MASSAGE SERVICES
mail: viadmin @vantek.net.
A Bodywise Company: Therapeutic/
sports massage by appointment. # 377— Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
Sandra & Troy Whittington = 685—8410.
701.
Free estimates, 24 hr. service.
Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue mas—
sage, therapeutic touch and preparation
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
for movement. By appointment only. # Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
527—2273.
: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Jim Brymer, LMT: Muscle & deep tissue Jerry Everett, Realtor Associate, Pyra—
therapy, reflexology, Swedish massage
mid Realtors: 134 Timber Creek Drive
# 521—6044, pager: 391—3176.
# 753—6300.
Massage by Jim: = Pager 541—0579.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Wood—
Massage by Michael: = 278—5475.
land Realty: = 377—1057.
Massage by Sharah: Full—body, by ap— Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Sowell
pointment only, male and female # 753—
& Company: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380,
9449. —
Fax 278—4390.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas— Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell &
sage by appointment. # 761—7977 or
Company: 54 S. Cooper = 278—4380,
Beeper 575—1230.
Fax 278—4390, Home 725—1818, Pager
Craig von Graeler: Professional full body _ >~533—0620.
f
massage by appointment. Please call
~~~
TRAVEL
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
‘Carlson Wagonlit Travel: Cal | Kris #
MEDIA
~ 887—2083 or 800—861—5111.
§
Recovery Times:Free monthly news— _ Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
paper focusing on addictions & recov—
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N:
ery. Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, & —* ‘Second # 525—5302.
Nashville TN = (901) 377—7963.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris:
— Triangle Journal News: Monthly news—
mber International Gay & Lesbian
paper published by Printers Ink « Box ® Travel Association # 465—2936. _
11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 # 454— _ ~TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT
1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, E—mail:
s
THESE LOCATIONS _ _ ___
TJNmemphis@aol.com.
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
« Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer = _ 726—5521.
323—0600.
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397Perkins
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
express your sympathy to family, friends, Memphis and Shelby County Public Li—
co—workes, clients. # 578—9107;
brary: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326.
Body Shop Tanning Center: 599 Erin
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458—9955
_
2865 Walnut Grove
The First Place on Walnut Grove!
6_p.m., 7 Days a Week
at

Theme: Would Kinsey Agree?
7071 ___
Moines as a condom
ACROSS
Is
defective,
It makes youjerk
72 Pasolini‘s country at origin
61 It‘soften
topped
with
cheese
DOWN
1114 cream
Inc.,inBritain
1 San Francisco—Los Angeles dir.
Domingo
2 Ethel, to Lucy
1516 ___
Dwelling
3 Little queen
Suffix
withsinger
auctionJohnor profit
4 Put in the overhead
1718 Sex
"Daniel"
compartment
advice—giver
Bright
5 First name in 1998 headlines
org. — quote from 6 Committed a hate crime
2019 Teachers‘
Start
of
a
humorous
7 Bump up against
BoysintheBand
8 "Gee whillikers!"
2326 Running
Exclamations
of
surprise
9 Cigar—smoking Adams
star
Sebastian
___
10 Lascivious look
2728 Sault
___
Marie
11 Penis measurement
More
of
the
quote
34 "To market, to market, to buy 1213 Titter
"Doggone it!"
___
pig"
21 2,000 pounds
35 Cagney
FachDawn___
(1939 James 22 Suffix for Marx or sex
drama)
28 Man—
bird (predacious seabird)
3644 More
of theat quote
Comment
a
throat
examination
24 Stereo, briefly
%
4546 Ewan
McGregor,
by
birth
25 Hosiery headache
of the quote
29 Shakespearean verb suffix
5253 More
___
Speedwagon
30 ___—washy
theof past
31 Infamous Amin
5455 IniIt‘s
miner
concern?
382 ___—tac—toe
End
of
the
quote
6162 Actress
Uilmann
33 Nongay, for short
Parcel
out
37 23rd Hebrew letter
63G7"Mom,
Sex—shopDad,there‘ssomething___
selections
38 The Drag playwright West
89 Egypt, before 1971 (abbr.)
been
meaning
to
tell
you..."
40
FDR‘s successor
Naked___ Bo
69C8 Bolerostar
41 Arizona Gay magazine
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7.

8

9

10

11=

14

15

16-1

17

18

19

20
23

124

125

28

21

[13

142

143

22

26

27

29

30—

34
36

112

[131

{32

133

35
37

138

139

40

44

|41

45
49
53

55

56

61

62

67

68

70

71

[57

[S58

159

42 Greeting from Scar

56 Dark and handsome friend

43 Launder or luncheon ender

57 57—Down, for example

46 Get there

58 Forearm bone

47 My Own Private Idaho star

59 Hudson who wasn‘t 33—Down

48 Seemingly forever

60 Animal tissue used as a cooking fat

49 Christianity and Buddhism, e.g.
50 Self—importance

64 It may be burned
65 Slithery swimmer

51 The Eurythmics‘ "___ Lie To You?"

G6 Word in 16—Across‘s chart—topping

59 "Put ___ on it!"

:

Beatles cover
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